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Problem definition: Empirical studies in the field of apparel retail have shown that a considerable number

of customers tend to explore adjacent sizes when their best-fit size is unavailable. Meanwhile, the prevailing

approach in business practice and the operations management literature usually ignores such size substi-

tution and aggregates products of the same style in demand estimation and retail planning. In this paper,

we investigate whether such an aggregation approach would result in suboptimal operational decisions by

overlooking size substitution and size unavailability. Methodology/results: We propose a choice model

where each customer forms a consideration set based on the in-stock availability of products of her best-

fit size and adjacent sizes. Using a real-world dataset from a large footwear retailer, we show that nearly

25% of the unmet demand caused by stockouts spills over to adjacent sizes. We further solve the assort-

ment and inventory optimization problems under the proposed choice model. Our findings show that the

optimal assortment remains unchanged regardless of the likelihood that customers might purchase adjacent

sizes. We utilize this finding and further show that inventory policies that ignore size substitution can be

(asymptotically) optimal when the demand rate is high or the selling horizon is long. We also propose a

mixed-integer program to find inventory levels that account for size substitution and obtain higher profits

in low traffic settings. Managerial implications: We show that the prevalent size-aggregation approach

adopted in apparel retail operations is sensible in high traffic settings such as e-commerce. In contrast, when

the expected demand over the selling horizon is low, size substitution can be relevant and should be taken

into account in stocking decisions.

Key words : retail operations; demand substitution; apparel product size; stockout; choice modeling;

fashion; assortment and inventory optimization.

1. Introduction

In recent years, firms and academia have witnessed the success of operational models in the apparel

industry. Various analytical models have been proposed to improve operations efficiency and cre-

ate value (Caro and Mart́ınez-de Albéniz 2013). A building block of these operational models is

product demand estimation. With the estimated demand models, stores and firms can make effec-
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tive operational decisions on allocating stock through the inventory networks (Caro and Gallien

2010, Caro et al. 2010), optimizing price markdown for off-season clearance sales (Caro and Gallien

2012), and determining the initial shipments from warehouses to stores (Gallien et al. 2015).

The most common approach in the operations management literature to estimate demand and

product substitution is the following. First, a “product” is viewed as the aggregation across sizes of

stock keeping units (SKUs) of the same style. Second, demand is estimated based on the aggregated

units (Boada-Collado and Mart́ınez-de Albéniz 2020). In this approach, demand substitution is

restricted to happen only between product styles. Note that the style subsumes all the information

about an apparel product, including its brand, design, and color, except its size. Put differently; the

style includes all the fashion characteristics of the product. The aggregation approach is particularly

sensible when considering a utility-based demand model like the multinomial choice model (MNL)

in which a product’s utility is directly linked to its fashion design, not its size.

However, such size-aggregation approach can easily overlook product substitutions that are

induced by the unavailability of certain sizes. It has been shown that the unavailability of sizes can

cause the broken assortment effect (Smith and Achabal 1998, Caro and Gallien 2010, 2012), which

refers to the empirical observation that a product’s sales rate decreases when the total inventory

drops below a certain threshold, possibly because some sizes become unavailable. In addition, a

significant body of literature in economics, marketing science, and operations management has

shown that ignoring stockouts in demand estimation can lead to biased estimations (Campo et al.

2000, Che et al. 2012, Deng et al. 2022) and can cause a negative economic impact (Musalem et al.

2010).

Most importantly, demand substitution can happen between sizes. When the desired product is

out of stock, customers may consider products of adjacent sizes with the same fashion style, which

we will call size substitution from here onward. Using a a difference-in-differences approach and a

dataset from one of the largest sports footwear retailers in China, Li et al. (2023) empirically show

that 28.6% of the unmet demand of an out-of-stock footwear product spills over to the adjacent

sizes of the same style. In principle, a demand model estimated by the size-aggregation approach

would ignore size substitution and would not be able to asses how it affects stores’ profit and

operational performance.

Given that product sizes play a vital role in apparel retail operations and size substitution

has been observed in consumer choices, we have the following research question: when does size

substitution matter and when can it be put aside? To answer this question, we consider a prescriptive

approach where we first propose a choice model, estimate the choice model from data, and discuss

how size substitution affects assortment and inventory optimization. Specifically, the paper makes

the following contributions.
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1. A New Choice Model (Section 3). We propose a novel choice model, called the style-size

model, to model consumers’ decision-making process in purchasing apparel products. In this

choice model, each customer is characterized by a tuple (k,α), where k is the customer’s best-

fit size and α captures the customer’s sensitivity to the lack of fit, i.e., the disutility for wearing

a shoe in an adjacent size that does not fit perfectly. When facing a set of products, the

customer (k,α) first forms a stock-induced consideration set based on the products available

in the best-fit size k; if the best-fit size is unavailable, the customer would consider adjacent

sizes of the same style but penalizes them with a utility discount α. The customer then follows

a multinomial logit (MNL) model to select a product from the consideration set.

2. Model Estimation (Section 4 and 5). We propose an expectation-maximization (EM) algo-

rithm for model estimation. The EM algorithm solves a concave maximization problem in

each iteration and improves the log likelihood. We then estimate the style-size choice model

using a dataset from a large footwear retailer. We show that at least 24.4% of the unmet

demand due to stockouts will spill over to adjacent sizes of the same style. We also use the

dataset to show that the proposed style-size choice model has a strong representation power

and compare its performance to that of a benchmark model with many more parameters.

3. Assortment and Inventory Optimization (Section 6). We consider the assortment and

inventory optimization problems under the proposed style-size choice model. We first show

that the optimal assortment is invariant to customers’ size sensitivity. That is, the optimal

assortment is the same regardless of whether customers are likely to switch to adjacent sizes

or less likely to do so. We then discuss the inventory optimization problem in which stockouts

can trigger size substitution. Building on our result on the optimal assortment, we show that

the size substitution effect is negligible when the planning horizon is long or customer demand

is high, i.e., in the asymptotic regime. For the non-asymptotic regime, we first show that size

substitution can affect profits and should be taken into account in stocking decisions. Then,

we propose a mixed-integer program that captures the size substitution effect. In a numerical

study we show that this policy performs well in the non-asymptotic regime, and subsequently

we also prove that it is asymptotically optimal. Finally, we present an inventory policy for

general choice models that do not satisfy the usual substitutability property (see Definition 1)

and prove that it is asymptotically optimal as well. All in all, our results provide guidance on

when size substitution matters and when it does not.

We review the related literature in Section 2 and conclude the paper in Section 7. We relegate

all proofs and additional numeric results to the appendix.
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2. Literature Review

Fashion retail has attracted significant attention and contributions from the operations manage-

ment community. For example, Caro and Gallien (2010) collaborate with one of the world’s largest

fashion retailers, Zara, and show that their proposed network sales optimization model increases

sales by 3-4% based on controlled experiments. Caro and Gallien (2012) also design a pricing pro-

cess that increases Zara’s clearance revenue by 6%. The quick-response nature of fast fashion like

Zara and H&M creates significant value as it can capture the latest trends and minimize production

lead time (Cachon and Swinney 2011, Caro and Mart́ınez-de Albéniz 2015).

Early works in apparel retail operations ignore demand substitution and the analysis is usually

based on a single-product model. Meantime, a significant body in economics and market science

shows that demand substitution exists in consumer choice. A series of choice models have been pro-

posed to estimate such demand substitution from data (Train 2009) and discuss how it impacts the

operational decisions (Kök and Fisher 2007). Due to the demand substitution, in-stock availability

of products also influences the demand. Indeed, if the desired product is out-of-stock, customers

may consider buying other products that are available. Researchers in operations management and

marketing science have proposed methodologies to estimate the impact of stockouts and show that

ignoring them may lead to a biased estimation of product demand (Campo et al. 2000, Musalem

et al. 2010, Che et al. 2012, Deng et al. 2022). Musalem et al. (2010) further propose a price

promotion policy that can mitigate the negative economic impact of stockouts. Our model aligns

with this direction of research by proposing a novel choice model that studies the stockout-based

size substitution in apparel products.

There is a growing interest in making effective inventory decisions under the stockout events.

The seminal work of Mahajan and Van Ryzin (2001) first shows that the stockout-based inventory

optimization problem, or dynamic inventory problem, is computationally challenging and proves

that the revenue function is not even quasi-concave. Honhon et al. (2010), Honhon and Seshadri

(2013) approximate the dynamic inventory problem with a continuous relaxation, discretize the

time intervals according to the assortment change, and solve the inventory problem using a dynamic

program, assuming that customers follow a ranking-based choice model to make decisions. Goyal

et al. (2016) propose an FPTAS approximation under the assumption that the choice model only

consists of nested rankings. Aouad et al. (2018) proposes an approximation algorithm with ratio

0.139 for the capacitated MNL inventory problem. Lee et al. (2016) discuss the stockout-based

substitution and the inventory problem in the context of textbook retailing. Mart́ınez-de Albéniz

and Kunnumkal (2022) use a Markov chain to approximate the inventory problem under a fixed

replenishment policy. Our work is related to a recent work by Liang et al. (2021), which considers an

MNL-based demand and shows that the optimal inventory policy follows a gain-ordered structure
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under the fluid approximation (FA) of the dynamic problem. They prove that the rounded solution

from the FA is asymptotically optimal in the exact problem with a nearly square-root convergence

rate. For the MNL demand, a more recent work by Zhang et al. (2023) further improves the

optimality gap by dropping it dependency on the number of products. Zhang et al. (2023) also

provide an optimality gap for the FA under general substitutive choice models.

In apparel product demand substitution, most literature only focuses on the substitution between

product styles and views a “product” as the aggregate of all sizes (Boada-Collado and Mart́ınez-de

Albéniz 2020). Such an approach ignores the stockouts induced by the missing sizes and overlooks

the broken assortment effect (Smith and Achabal 1998, Caro and Gallien 2010, 2012). In a different

direction, using a real-world footwear dataset and a difference-in-difference estimation procedure,

Li et al. (2023) empirically show that a significant fraction of customers may consider adjacent

sizes when the best-fit size is out of stock; see the discussion in Section 5.3. That is to say, demand

substitution exists even between sizes. While it is clear that product size plays an essential role in

fashion retailing, to the best of our knowledge, very few works have discussed the validity of the

standard aggregation approach and addressed the difficulties of the operations when stockout-based

size substitution happens. Our work aims to fill this gap in the literature.

3. Model

In this section, we propose a choice model that characterizes consumers’ apparel product choice

based a two-step decision-making process.

3.1. Product, Style, Size, and Customers

We define an apparel product as a style-size pair. In particular, let J be the set of product styles

and K be the set of product sizes. We consider a style-size pair (j, k) as an apparel product, where

j ∈ J and k ∈ K. The style contains all product information, including brand, design, and color,

except its size. Put differently, if one views an SKU as a product, “style” summarizes all information

of the SKU except the size. Notice that product sizes form a complete order, as we can always

sort sizes in K as an increasing sequence. In addition, for a given size k ∈ K, we use adj(k) to

denote the set of adjacent sizes of k. For example, consider a footwear universe of two styles J =

{Nike Air Max White,Nike Air Force White} and nine sizes K= {6,6.5,7,7.5, . . . ,9.5,10}. Then in

this universe, there are |J |× |K|= 18 products. The adjacent size adj(k) follows immediately and

we have adj(7) = {6.5,7.5} and adj(6) = {6.5}. Note that each middle size can have two adjacent

sizes while the two boundary sizes can have only one adjacent size. To ease notation, we define

N ≡ {(j, k) | j ∈ J , k ∈ K} as the set of products in the product universe. We also define (0,0) as

the no-purchase option and N+ =N ∪{(0,0)}.
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We assume that each customer can be depicted by parameter (k,α), where k ∈K represents the

customer’s best-fit size and α > 0 characterizes her sensitivity toward adjacent sizes. Specifically,

a customer of type (k,α) has random utility u
(k,α)

jk′ toward product (j, k′)∈N

u
(k,α)

jk′ = v
(k,α)

jk′ + ϵ
(k,α)

jk′ ,

where ϵ
(k,α)

jk′ is an independent standard Gumbel random variable and the expected utility v
(k,α)

jk′ is

defined as

v
(k,α)

jk′ =


vj, if k′ = k,

vj −α, if k′ ∈ adj(k),

−∞, otherwise.

(1)

That is, if a product of style j is of the best-fit size to the customer, it has expected utility vj;

if the product is of an adjacent size, the product is still “acceptable” to the customer but has a

discount α in its utility; if a product is of neither the best-fit size or an adjacent size, it won’t be

considered at all and has −∞ utility. We will later come back to discuss what value the sensitivity

parameter α can take. Following the convention, the no-purchase option has random utility ϵ
(k,α)
00

and its expected utility is zero.

3.2. Consider and Choose Based on In-Stock Size Availability

We assume customers follow a two-step process to make the purchase decision. When facing a set of

available products (an assortment) S ⊆N , customers first forms a consideration set and then choose

a product from the consideration set or leave without a purchase. The notion of the consideration

set here is quite different from the one in the literature (Aouad et al. 2021, Jagabathula et al. 2022,

Chen and Mitrofanov 2023). We will come back to make a comparison in Section 3.5.

Now, let’s consider a customer of type (k,α).

Consider. The customer (k,α) forms a consideration set as follows. For a given style j ∈J , the

customer (k,α) first considers the best-fit product (j, k) and checks whether it is available. If it is

not available, then the customer will consider the same style but of the adjacent size, i.e., (j, k′)

for k′ ∈ adj(k). Specifically, let Ck(S)⊆ S be the consideration set of customer (k,α). Then it is

the disjoint union of two sets Ck(S)≡C1
k(S)∪C2

k(S), where

C1
k(S) = {(j, k′)∈ S | k′ = k, j ∈J }

C2
k(S) = {(j, k′)∈ S | k′ ∈ adj(k), (j, k) /∈ S, j ∈J }.

Here C1
k is the collection of products in S that are of the best-fit size k, and C2

k is the collection of

products in S that are of adjacent sizes given that the best-fit size of the same style is not available.

A key observation is that for the same style, the adjacent sizes are considered only if the
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customers’ best-fit size is not available. That is, the customer will not consider the adjacent

sizes of a style if she can find her best size of that style in the assortment. We demonstrate the

formation of the consideration set Ck in the following example.

Example 1. (Consideration Set) Assume that a store provides three styles of shoes, J =

{X,Y,Z}, and a customer whose best-fit foot size is 7 visits the store. Some products are out of stock

and the set of in-stock products is S = {(X,6.5), (X,7), (X,7.5), (Y,7.5), (Z,5.0), (Z,5.5), (Z,6.0)}.

Then the customer’s consideration set is C7(S) = {(X,7), (Y,7.5)} as C1
7 (S) = {(X,7)} and C2

7 (S) =

{(Y,7.5)}. Note that products (X,6.5) and (X,7.5) will not be considered since the best-fit product

(X,7) of the same style is available. On the other hand, since the best-fit size for style Y is not

available, the customer is willing to consider the adjacent size 7.5, although it is assigned with a

lower utility. The two available sizes of style Z will not be considered since they are too small. □

Choose. Once the customer (k,α) forms the consideration set Ck(S), she selects a product from

Ck(S) based on an MNL model with the utility defined in Equation (1), or she leaves without

a purchase. Specifically, the probability of choosing product (j, k′) from the assortment S for a

customer of type (k,α) is

P(k,α)((j, k
′) | S) =



evj

1+
∑

(j′′,k′′)∈C1
k
(S) e

vj′′ +
∑

(j′′,k′′)∈C2
k
(S) e

vj′′−α , if (j, k′)∈C1
k(S),

evj−α

1+
∑

(j′′,k′′)∈C1
k
(S) e

vj′′ +
∑

(j′′,k′′)∈C2
k
(S) e

vj′′−α , if (j, k′)∈C2
k(S),

0, otherwise,

(2)

with the no-purchase probability P(k,α)((0,0) | S) = 1/
(
1+

∑
(j′,k′)∈C1

k
(S) e

vj′ +
∑

(j′,k′)∈C2
k
(S) e

vj′−α
)
.

3.3. Discussion: value of the utility discount

In this section, we discuss the value of the sensitivity parameter α and make a connection to a well-

known property in the economics literature. Recall that most choice models, including the MNL,

latent-class MNL (LC-MNL), and ranking-based model, satisfy the substitutability property (or

also called the stochastic rationalizability property; see Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong (2019),

Chen and Mǐsić (2022), Zhang et al. (2023)). The property is a widely used axiom in the economics

and decision theory literature (Rieskamp et al. 2006). It is defined as follows.

Definition 1. A choice model P over products in N satisfies the substitutability property if

P(m | S ∪{n})≤ P(m | S) for all assortments S and products m and n such that m∈ S and n /∈ S.

The property implies that the probability of choosing any product will not increase if we enlarge

an assortment. This property is a direct consequence of the random utility maximization (RUM)

principle, where one assumes that customers endow a utility to each product and choose the product

with the highest realized utility when making decisions. Many choice models, including the MNL,
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the LC-MNL (Train 2009), the ranking-based model (Block and Marschak 1959, Farias et al. 2013),

and the exponomial model (Alptekinoğlu and Semple 2016), are designed in accordance with the

RUM principle. The substitutability/stochastic rationalizability property is refereed as the weakest

form of rational choice and thus sometimes dubbed as “weak rationality.” The following lemma

connects the utility discount parameter α and the substitutability property.

Lemma 1. Assume |K| ≥ 3. The choice probability P(k,α) satisfies the substitutability property if

and only if exp(−α)≤ 1/2.

We relegate the proof to Appendix B.1. Here, we illustrate the lemma by an example, and show

that the substitutability property is violated if e−α > 1/2 and how this violation will lead to an

unrealistic consumer behavior in the context of apparel product choice.

Example 2. (Utility Discount) Consider a customer of type (k,α) where e−α > 1/2. Assume

there are two styles in the product universe, i.e., J = {1,2}. Now we define two assortments

S = {(1, k− 1), (1, k+1), (2, k)} and S′ = S ∪{(1, k)}. Thus, compared to S, the assortment S′ has

an additional product (1, k) of the best-fit size k. We observe that the probabilities P(k,α)((2, k) | ·)

of the customer choosing product (2, k) given the two assortments S′ and S satisfy

P(k,α)((2, k) | S′) =
ev2

1+ ev1 + ev2
>

ev2

1+2ev1−α + ev2
= P(k,α)((2, k) | S),

and violate the substitutability property. We further compare the probabilities of the customer to

choose style 1 given these two assortments:

P(the customer chooses style 1 from S) = P(k,α)((1, k− 1) | S)+P(k,α)((1, k+1) | S)

=
2ev1−α

1+2ev1−α + ev2

>
ev1

1+ ev1 + ev2

= P(k,α)((1, k) | S′)

= P(the customer chooses style 1 from S′),

which implies that the customer is more likely to purchase style 1 when the best-fit size of style 1

is not available! Such behavior is hard to imagine in practice. □

In fact, to avoid the violation of substitutability property, we should have exp(−α) ≤

1/maxk∈K |adj(k)|. Since each size has at most two adjacent sizes, here we restrict exp(−α)≤ 1/2,

or equivalently, α≥ ln(2). In what follows, we will assume α≥ ln(2).
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3.4. The Style-Size Choice Model

We use µk,α to represent the density of customers with best-fit size k and size sensitivity α. Along

with the utility parameters of styles (vj)j∈J , we define a style-size choice model as

P((j, k) | S) =
∑
k′∈K

∫ ∞

ln 2

P(k′,α)((j, k) | S) ·µk′,αdα, (3)

where the choice probability P(k′,α)((j, k) | S) is defined as in Equation (2).

In Expression (3), we seek a general representation of customers’ experience on product sizes.

In particular, the distribution µk,α allows us to model a wide range of consumer decisions in the

context of apparel product sizes. We give an example from men’s footwear industry. The range

of shoe sizes is usually {7,7.5,8,8.5, . . . ,12.5,13}. On the other hand, customers’ actual foot sizes

are continuously distributed in the range between, let’s say, 25cm (corresponding to size 7) and

30 cm (corresponding to size 13). One can imagine a customer whose foot size lies between two

adjacent sizes with a half-size difference is more flexible in choosing shoe sizes. In that case, the

corresponding utility discount α is smaller. On the contrary, a customer whose foot size is exactly

27.5 cm (size 10) might feel uncomfortable when trying either size 9.5 or size 10.5, as the former

might be too tight and the latter might be too loose. In that case, the corresponding α is bigger.

The distribution µk,α reflects the fact that the standardized retail sizes are an approximation to

each person’s real foot size (or body size for clothes).

One can easily generalize or simplify the model for different purposes. For example, if in a specific

apparel context, customers are “asymmetric” in how they feel about the larger and smaller-adjacent

sizes, then we can generalize the model to have two sets of sensitivity parameters α+ and α−, one

for the larger-adjacent size and one for the smaller-adjacent size, to capture the asymmetry and

define the customer types as (k,α+, α−) accordingly. Another example is to restrict the distribution

µk,α to concentrate on a specific value of α0 when estimating the choice model, i.e., assuming

all customers have the same sensitivity parameter α0. In this case, one can learn the average

discomfort factor toward adjacent sizes across the entire customer population. We will discuss this

simplification in Section 4.

3.5. Comparison to Other Choice Models in the Literature

Now we compare the style-size choice model in Expression (3) with other existing choice models in

the literature. At first glance, the style-size choice model resembles the mixed-MNL model (Train

2009), which assumes that there are several customer types in the market and each customer

type makes decisions according a distinct MNL model. The style-size choice model also allows

customer heterogeneity in Expression (3), but it differentiates itself from the mixed-MNL model

by incorporating the notion of consideration set in the decision-making process. This consideration
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set structure allows us to model the strict hierarchy between sizes given that there exists the most

suitable size, the adjacent sizes, and the unacceptable sizes for each customer. In contrast, in the

mixed-MNL model, it is not possible to construct a hierarchy between sizes as long as each has

non-zero choice probability, and a customer may still buy a larger or a smaller size of a given style

even if the best-fit size is offered.

The style-size choice model contributes to the growing literature of the consideration set-based

choice models. In particular, Aouad et al. (2021) and Jagabathula et al. (2022) consider a consider-

then-choose (CTC) model, which is defined as a distribution over the product space of subsets

and rankings. In the CTC model, a customer type is characterized by a subset-ranking pair (C,σ).

When an assortment S is offered, a customer of type (C,σ) will choose argmini∈C∩S [σ(i)], i.e.,

choose the product with the highest rank in the intersection of the consideration set C and the

offered assortment S.

Our style-size choice model differs from the CTC model in several aspects. First, in the “choose”

step, our model follows an MNL model while the CTC model follows a ranking preference. Second,

the consideration set in the style-size choice model is stock-based, i.e., a function of stock, while the

consideration set in the CTC model is independent of the set of available products. In the following

example, we show that the consideration set Ck(S) defined in Section 3.2 cannot be represented

by the CTC model as an intersection of S and a fixed subset C of products.

Example 3. (Stock-based Consideration Set) Consider a universe of one style J = {A} and two

sizes K = {7,7.5}, where the two sizes are adjacent to each other. We also consider a customer

(7, α) whose best-fit size is 7. For S1 = {(A,7), (A,7.5)}, we have C(7,α)(S1) = {(A,7)}; for S2 =

{(A,7)}, we have C(7,α)(S2) = {(A,7)}; for S3 = {(A,7.5)}, we have C(7,α)(S3) = {(A,7.5)}. Assume

that C(7,α)(S) can be presented as C ∩ S for a subset C ⊆N . By C(7,α)(S2) = {(A,7)}, we know

that (A,7) ∈ C. By C(7,α)(S3) = {(A,7.5)}, we know that (A,7.5) ∈ C. However, this implies that

C ∩S1 = {(A,7), (A,7.5)} ̸=C(7,α)(S1), a contradiction. □

The style-size choice model is analogous to a context-dependent choice (Tversky and Simonson

1993) in which customers make decision based on the context of products and their comparisons

to each other in the offered assortment. In the style-size choice model, a customer sees the set of

available products and decides not to consider the adjacent sizes if the best-fit size of the same

style is available in the assortment. One can also view the style-size choice model as cue-triggered

consumer behavior (Pennesi 2021) in which consumers’ decisions are driven by a stimulus from

the environment. In the style-size model, the unavailability of the best-fit size in the assortment

triggers customers to consider the adjacent sizes of the same style.
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4. Estimation: The EM Algorithm

In this section, we propose an estimation procedure for the style-size choice model based on the

expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. We will show that the model leads to a clean M step

in the EM algorithm, which only requires solving a single concave maximization problem. We will

highlight the simplicity and the flexibility of the EM algorithm of the style-size choice model in

Section 4.3 when comparing to that of other choice models.

Due to the scale of the footwear dataset we will later consider in Section 5, we only estimate the

average discomfort discount. That is, we assume that all customers have the same size sensitivity

α= α0 for adjacent sizes. We aim to estimate the value of α0, along with other model parameters,

v= (vj)j∈J and µ= (µk,α0
)
k∈K, in the style-size choice model. We relegate the estimation for the

general style-size choice model to Appendix A.

We assume that we have access to stores’ inventory and sales data. In particular, let Nmt be

the number of visitors to store m ∈M during week t ∈ T . Let the non-negative integer Imt
(j,k) be

the inventory of product (j, k) ∈ N at store m ∈ M at the beginning of week t ∈ T . Let Smt =

{(j, k) ∈N | Imt
(j,k) > 0} denote the set of available products (assortment) at the beginning of week

t at store m. Let Qmt
(j,k) be the sales during week t at store m for product (j, k) ∈ Smt. This

form of data (Nmt,{Qmt
(j,k)}(j,k)∈Smt)m∈M,t∈T has been widely used in the inventory management

literature (Boada-Collado and Mart́ınez-de Albéniz 2020). Notice that by definition Qmt
(0,0) =Nmt−∑

(j,k)∈Smt Qmt
(j,k) is the number of customers who visited the store m at week t but didn’t make a

purchase (or make an outside choice). Finally, let IA be the indicator function that equals one if

condition A is true.

Note that we do not observe customer types in the dataset and they can be considered a latent

variable in this case. Therefore, we consider an expectation-maximization (EM) approach to esti-

mate the model from data, which is a popular procedure to estimate predictive models with latent

variables (McLachlan and Krishnan 2007). We also incorporate the fixed effects for seasonality in

the estimation. As we will see in Section 5, our dataset consists of sales across thirty-three weeks,

covering the spring and fall sale seasons. It is thus important to capture how sales were affected by

seasonality. To this end, we assume that the size-independent part of the utility of product (j, k)

in week t is vj + vt, instead of vj, in Equation (1).

4.1. The Complete Data Log-Likelihood Function

Recall that our goal is to estimate α= α0, the average size sensitivity parameter, along with the style

utility parameters (vj)j∈J , the seasonality parameters (vt)t∈T , and the distribution (µk,α)k∈K,α=α0
.

For ease of notation, we write µk ≡ µk,α0
and refer a customer of type (k,α0) as a customer of type

k in this section. This implies that there are |K| customer types, each corresponding to a size k.
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For now, assume that we have the “complete” data
(
Nmt

k ,{Qmt
k,(j,k′)}(j,k′)∈Smt

)
k∈K,m∈M,t∈T

, which

include customers’ types. Here Nmt
k is the number of type-k visitors at store m during week t and

Qmt
k,(j,k′) is the number of sales of product (j, k′) made by type-k visitors at store m during week t.

Obviously, we have Nmt =
∑

k∈KNmt
k and Qmt

(j,k′) =
∑

k∈KQmt
k,(j,k′). The likelihood of the complete

data for store m during week t is fmt
complete = (Nmt!/

∏
kN

mt
k !) ·

∏
k (µk)

Nmt
k ·

∏
k f

mt
k,complete, where

factor (Nmt!/
∏

kN
mt
k !) ·

∏
k (µk)

Nmt
k is the multinomial distribution of customer types and

fmt
k,complete

(
Nmt

k ,{Qmt
k,(j,k′)}(j,k′)∈Smt

)
=

Nmt
k !(

Nmt
k −

∑
(j,k′)∈Smt Qmt

k,(j,k′)

)
! ·
∏

(j,k′)∈Smt Qmt
k,(j,k′)!

·

 ∏
(j,k′)∈Smt

Pmt
(k,α0)

((j, k′) | Smt)
Qmt

k,(j,k′)

 ·

1−
∑

(j,k′)∈Smt

Pmt
(k,α0)

((j, k′) | Smt)

Nmt
k −

∑
(j,k′)∈Smt Q

mt
k,(j,k′)

.

Thus, given the complete data
(
Nmt

k ,{Qmt
k,(j,k′)}(j,k′)∈Smt

)
k∈K,m∈M,t∈T

, the log-likelihood function

is equal to a constant plus

Lcomplete =
∑
m,t,k

Nmt
k · logµk −

∑
m,t,k

Nmt
k · log

1+
∑

(j,k′)∈C1
k
(Smt)

evj+vt +
∑

(j,k′)∈C2
k
(Smt)

evj+vt−α0


+
∑
m,t,k

 ∑
(j,k′)∈Smt

Qmt
k,(j,k′) ·

(
(vj + vt) · I(j,k′)∈C1

k
(Smt) +(vj + vt −α0) · I(j,k′)∈C2

k
(Smt)

)
The first term of Lcomplete only depends on µ = (µk)k∈K. The second and the third terms only

depend on (v, α0), where v= ((vj)j∈J , (vt)t∈T ). Therefore, to find the model parameter (µ,v, α0)

that maximizes the complete data log likelihood, we solve the following two optimization problems

P complete
1 and P complete

2 separately, where Problem P complete
1 finds optimal µ by solving

P complete
1 : maximize

µ

{∑
k

(∑
m,t

Nmt
k

)
· log (µk)

∣∣∣∣1Tµ= 1,µ≥ 0

}
.

P complete
1 is a concave maximization problem and has a closed-form unique solution µk =∑
m,tN

mt
k /(

∑
k,m,tN

mt
k ). Meantime, Problem P complete

2 finds optimal (v, α0) by solving

P complete
2 : maximize

v,α≥ln 2

∑
m,t,k

∑
(j,s)∈Smt

Qmt
k,(j,k′) ·

[
(vj + vt) · I(j,k′)∈C1

k
(Smt) +(vj + vt −α0) · I(j,k′)∈C2

k
(Smt)

]

−
∑
m,t,k

Nmt
k · log

1+
∑

(j,k′)∈C1
k
(Smt)

evj+vt +
∑

(j,k′)∈C2
k
(Smt)

evj+vt−α0


and it is a concave maximization problem in (v, α0). One can use standard software to solve this

optimization problem.
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4.2. The E and M steps of the EM algorithm

Recall that we do not observe customer types in the data. Therefore, the parameters Nmt
k and

Qmt
k,(j,k′) in optimization problems P complete

1 and P complete
2 are not available. We will instead replace

them by their conditionally expected values given the choice model parameter ν = (µ,v, α0).

We start with any initialization of values of ν(0). In the EM algorithm, we generate a sequence of

parameters {ν(q), q= 1,2, . . .} until convergence. Assume that we are currently in the qth iteration.

We describe how we generate model ν(q+1) based on ν(q) through an “E” step then an “M” step.

The E Step: Recall that for any assortment S ⊆N , we define S+ ≡ S ∪ {(0,0)}, where (0,0) is

the outside option or the no-purchase option. By Bayes’ rule, given an assortment Smt at store m

during week t, product (j, k′) ∈ Smt
+ , and model parameter ν(q), we can infer the likelihood that a

sale of (j, k′) was contributed by a type-k customer via

Pmt(k | Smt, (j, k′),ν(q)) =
Pmt
k ((j, k′) | Smt,v(q))×µ

(q)
k∑

k|(j,k′)∈Ck(S) Pmt
k ((j, k′) | Smt,v(q))×µ

(q)
k

,

where Pmt
k ((j, k′) | Smt,v(q)) is defined as in Equation (2) with α replaced by α

(q)
0 and vj replaced

by v
(q)
j + v

(q)
t since we consider the fixed effect for seasonality. For a customer type k such that

(j, k′) /∈Ck(S), the conditional value is simply zero. With the conditional probability, we have that,

for (j, k′)∈ Smt
+ , the expected sales from customer type k on product (j, k′) at store m during week

t is Q̂mt
k,(j,k′) =Qmt

(j,k′) ·Pmt(k | Smt, (j, k′),ν(q)) and N̂mt
k =

∑
(j,k′)∈Smt

+
Q̂mt

k,(j,k′).

The M Step: The M step is to replace the parameters Nmt
k and Qmt

k,(j,k′) in the complete data

log-likelihood Lcomplete from Section 4.1 by the conditional expected value N̂mt
k and Q̂mt

k,(j,k′)

obtained in the E step, respectively, and then optimize the log-likelihood. Therefore, ν(q+1) =

(µ(q+1),v(q+1), α
(q+1)
0 ) is updated by

µ(q+1) =

( ∑
m,t N̂

mt
k∑

k,m,t N̂
mt
k

)
k∈K

and (v(q+1), α
(q+1)
0 ) = arg max

(v,α0)

{
P complete

2

((
N̂mt

k ,{Q̂mt
k,(j,k′)}

))}
.

The procedure alternates between the E and M steps until the model parameter ν(q) converges.

4.3. Remarks

The EM algorithm has been used for estimating choice models from data. Examples include the

estimation of the LC-MNL model (Train 2009), the general attraction model (GAM) (Gallego

et al. 2015), the ranking-based model (van Ryzin and Vulcano 2014), and the decision forest model

(Chen and Mǐsić 2022). In general, the efficiency of the EM algorithm depends on whether once

can solve the M step easily under a choice model. For example, in the LC-MNL model, the M step

requires to solve K concave maximization problems, where K is the number of the customer types.

In the GAM model, the M step cannot be solved as a concave maximization problem. Gallego
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et al. (2015) thus instead consider minimizing the square error by ignoring the no-purchase option.

In the ranking-based model, the M step is amount to solve a linear ordering problem, which is

NP-hard, and van Ryzin and Vulcano (2014) solve it by a mixed-integer linear program.

In contrast, the M step for the style-size choice model is surprisingly simple, as it only requires

solving a single concave maximization problem P complete
2 . This simplicity comes from our model

formulation, especially from the design of the consideration set Ck(S) = C1
k(S) ∪ C2

k(S) and the

fact that the choice from the subsets C1
k(S) and C2

k(S) can be separated in the log-likelihood

function. Furthermore, such structure in the M step still exists even if we generalize the style-size

model and incorporate store-specific parameters, such as the store intrinsic utility (vm)m∈M and

store-dependent best-fit distribution µm,k. These parameters can be useful for designing localized

assortments and local inventory levels (Fisher and Vaidyanathan 2014). This highlights the flexi-

bility of the style-size choice model and its EM estimation procedure; see Appendix A for details.

5. The Dataset and The Estimation Outcomes

In this section, we apply our model to real-world inventory and sales data and estimate how

customers may consider adjacent sizes when stockouts happen.

5.1. Data

We obtained the dataset from a large footwear retailer. The company operates hundreds of stores

and also owns an e-commerce website. We focus on the data collected from brick-and-mortar

stores. Notice that the style-size combination is the most disaggregate product level observed in

the dataset. We again follow Section 3 to define such style-size combination as a product or SKU.

The data spans 33 weeks in the 2019-2020 season, starting on July 28, 2019, and is for 51 styles

of woman casual booties, which is a midsize category among 50+ categories overall. There are

nine shoe sizes ranging from size 6 to size 10 with half sizes in between. The dataset includes the

following information from each store m∈M and week t∈ T :

Nmt: the number of visitors to store m during week t. The data were collected by the traffic

counter at the entrance of each store. On average, there were around four thousand visitors to each

store in each week.

Qmt
(j,k): the number of sold units of product (j, k) at store m during week t. On average, 30.8 units

were sold at a given store in a week. Hence, roughly 99% of the customers either bought a product

outside N or did not make a purchase.

Imt
(j,k): the number of stocked units of product (j, k) for store m and week t. We remark that

we also know the replenished units. We find that the values of the stocked units, the units sold,

and replenished units are quite consistent, and it shows that the inventory records are reliable. On

average, a store stocked 453.8 units during a week.
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Mean Median Std. Dev. Min Max

Visitors 3,857.5 3,981.5 593.6 2,865.6 4,880.7
Units stocked 453.8 449.1 115.8 234.7 604.4
Products available 271.2 284.9 63.5 143.0 359.2
Units sold 30.8 30.5 18.5 6.5 77.3
Sizes offered 6.4 6.4 1.5 3.9 8.4

Table 1 Weekly summary statistics (averaged across stores)

2019/08 2019/11 2020/01 2020/03

101

102

103

104

Visitors
Units Stocked

Products Available
Units Sold

Sizes Offered

Figure 1 Evolution of visitors, units stocked, products available, units sold, and sizes offered from 2019 Fall to

2020 Spring averaged across stores

Smt: the set of available products for store m and week t. Recall that Smt is defined as Smt =

{(j, k) ∈N | Imt
(j,k) ≥ 1}. For simplicity, we assume that Smt is the same throughout the week, i.e.,

each customer who visited the store during the week saw the same set of available products. This

is a reasonable assumption, as we observe that only a small fraction of products were sold in a

week and thus the set of available products Smt would not change significantly during the same

week. On average, there were 271.2 products available, out of a total of 459 (= 51× 9). For the

styles offered, on average there were 6.4 sizes in stock (out of 9).

We summarize the aforementioned information in Table 1. Specifically, we report the weekly

visitors Nmt, units stocked
∑

(j,k)∈N Imt
(j,k), products available |Smt|, units sold

∑
(j,k)∈N Qmt

(j,k), and

sizes offered, all averaged across stores m∈M.1 We also show the evolution of these quantities in

Figure 1. From the figure in can be seen that the number of visitors decreased slowly in the period

considered. Similarly, the number of sizes offered decreased almost monotonically from 8.4 sizes

(out of 9) to 3.9. In contrast, the stocked units and the number of available products peaked in

mid-October 2019, and the number of sold units peaked in November 2019, a few weeks behind

the peak of the stocked units and right before the holiday season.

1 The sizes offered equals the ratio between |Smt| and the number of styles in the assortment.
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5.2. Estimation Outcomes

We present our estimation outcomes in Table 2, which compares the performance of three models,

the style-only, the style-size, and the granular model, in terms of likelihood and model size.

The style-size model is the proposed model in this paper. As discussed at the beginning of

Section 4, due to the large size of the dataset, we consider estimating the average size sensitivity

parameter α0 and the discrete distribution µk,α0
, instead of estimating the entire distribution µk,α.

We estimate the model based on the EM algorithm proposed in Section 4.

The style-only model is a particular case of the style-size choice model where customers will not

consider adjacent sizes and make purchase decisions only according to styles. Specifically, it is the

case of the above model where α0 =∞, i.e., customers are extremely intolerant toward adjacent

sizes and assigning an infinite discount in utility. Put differently. The style-only model has no

size substitution effect; only styles contribute to the demand substitution. Following the notation

in Section 4, we estimate the style-only model by setting µk ∝
∑

m,t,j Q
mt
(j,k), N

mt
k = Nmtµk, and

Qmt
k,(j,k′) =Qmt

(j,k) · I[k′ = k]. That is to say, we set the parameters in the sense that only customers of

type k would consider products of size k. We obtain the remaining model parameters by solving

Problem P complete
2 accordingly.

Lastly, we refer to the MNL model at the most disaggregate level as the granular model. In

particular, the model assumes each product (j, k) has expected utility vjk and customers make

purchase decisions according to the MNL model P((j, k) | S) = exp(vjk)/(1+
∑

(j,k)∈S exp(vjk)). We

call it the granular model because it assigns model parameters at the most disaggregate/granular

level, i.e., assigns a parameter to each style-size pair. Notice that the granular model has |J ||K|=

459 parameters, while our proposed style-size model with average size sensitivity parameter only

has |J |+ |K|+1= 61 parameters. If the problem instance grows bigger, the style-size model can be

more advantageous for practitioners for the purpose of interpreting consumer choice and designing

business strategies.

In a sense, the granular model is neither practical nor compact, as it assumes that customers

may substitute shoes of a very large size for shoes of a small size. To this end, we view the granular

model as the benchmark that captures the representation power of choice models at the most

disaggregate level. While other stronger choice models exist, such as the LC-MNL model, the

number of parameters in those models would further increase and make the comparison with the

style-size choice model less informative. For example, a ten-class LC-MNL model would have 4590

parameters in contrast to 61 in the style-size choice model with average size sensitivity. When

the model complexities differ up to eighty times, one can expect that the more complex model

can fit the data better while being intractable and harder to implement in practice. In fact, in

our experience, it is computationally intractable to estimate the LC-MNL model for the current
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Model Style-Only Style-Size Granular

Number of Observations 65,811,958 65,811,958 65,811,958
Number of Parameters 60 61 459
Log Likelihood -5,909,838 -5,906,912 -5,900,090
Ratio Index (%) 87.6 91.4 -
Size Sensitivity (α0) - 2.10*** -

*** Significant at the 0.1% level

Table 2 Estimation Results for the footwear products in the dataset

dataset. We let Lgran be the log-likelihood of the granular model. We further define a null model

where we set vjk = v for all (j, k)∈N in the granular model, i.e., all products have the same utility,

and denote its log-likelihood as Lnull. We will later use these two numbers Lnull and Lgran to define

an index that interprets the performance of the style-size choice model.

We present the estimation outcome of each model in Table 2. The first three rows report the

number of observations, the number of model parameters (excluding the fixed effects), and the

log-likelihood of each model, respectively. In the fourth row, we report the ratio index of the style-

only and the style-size models, where the ratio index is defined as (L−Lnull)/(L−Lgran−Lnull). It

indicates how much the model can approximate the granular-level choice modeling with a simpler

structure.

Table 2 shows that the granular model is indeed the most powerful one among the three, as

it has the highest likelihood. Meantime, the style-only model can approximate nearly 88% of the

representation power of the granular model, despite that it only captures the style-level demand

substitution. In a sense, it justifies our model assumption described in Section 3.1, where we assume

that a product’s utility is mainly determined by its style. We further incorporate the size substitu-

tion effect, and we see that the style-choice model can approximate nearly 91% of the representation

power of the granular model, per the ratio index, which is a four-percent improvement from the

style-only model. This improvement is compelling. It indicates that the size substitution effect

indeed happened in the consumer choice and contributes to some of the sales in the dataset. The

estimated average size sensitivity parameter is α0 = 2.1. The estimation outcome also passes the

likelihood ratio test against the style-only model with very small p-value.

Figure 2 presents the uncensored distribution µk of customers’ best-fit sizes (blue bars) in the

estimated style-size choice model, and compares it with the censored distribution (yellow bars),

which is the fraction of units sold in each size µ̄k ∝
∑

mtj Q
mt
(j,k). We observe that the distribution

µk is smoother than the fraction of sales µ̄k. Indeed, the censored distribution µ̄k overestimates the

probability mass of the “major” sizes in the middle, i.e., k ∈ {7.5,8,8.5}, at the expense of the less

popular “minor” sizes at the extremes – namely, k ∈ {6,6.5,9.5,10}. The stocking decisions censor

the demand of the minor sizes, but it is reestablished by the EM algorithm. We also observe that
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Figure 2 The uncensored best-fit distribution µk and the observed fraction of sales µ̄k.

both µk and µ̄k are not unimodal over k. For example, µ6.5 and µ9.5 are slightly smaller than µ6

and µ10, respectively. This is a truncation effect since sizes 6 and 10 receive spillover demand from

consumers that have a shoe size slightly smaller than 6 or slightly larger than 10, repectively.

5.3. Discussion

In Table 2, we show that the estimated sensitivity parameter is α0 = 2.1. In this section, we will

further relate it to the spillover effect of unmet demand over the adjacent sizes reported by Li

et al. (2023). Consider the style-size choice model we estimated from the dataset with average

size sensitivity parameter α0 and fix a style j ∈ J . Assume a customer of the best-fit size k ∈ K
visits a store. Let us define two assortments S1 and S2, where S1 = S ∪{(j, k− 1), (j, k), (j, k+1)},
S2 = S ∪{(j, k− 1), (j, k+1)}, and S is any assortment composed of products of styles other than

j. We can interpret S2 as the scenario where the best-fit size of style j is out of stock. In the first

assortment S1, the choice probability of product (j, k) is

P(k,α0) ((j, k) | S1) =
evj

1+ evj +
∑

(j′,k′)∈C1
k
(S) e

vj′ +
∑

(j′,k′)∈C2
k
(S) e

vj′−α0

and the choice probability of (j, k + 1) is simply zero. In the second assortment S2, the choice

probability of (j, k) is zero, as it is out of stock, and the choice probability of the adjacent-larger

size (j, k+1) is

P(k,α0) ((j, k+1) | S2) =
evj−α0

1+2evj−α0 +
∑

(j′,k′)∈C1
k
(S) e

vj′ +
∑

(j′,k′)∈C2
k
(S) e

vj′−α0
.

Since 2e−α0 ≤ 1, it follows that:

P(k,α0) ((j, k+1) | S2)

P(k,α0) ((j, k) | S1)
≥ exp(−α0) = 12.2%. (4)
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The same holds for the adjacent-smaller size. Moreover, the inequality in Equation (4) holds for any

assortment S, style j, and best-fit size k. If we follow the classic interpretation of choice probability

and view it as the demand rate, then Equation (4) implies that, on average, at least 12.2% of the

customers will substitute to an adjacent-larger size when their best-fit size is out of stock, and at

least 12.2% will switch to an adjacent-smaller size.2

Finally, we remark that the paper by Li et al. (2023) investigates similar consumer behavior in

size substitution under stockouts. The authors work with one of China’s largest sportswear fashion

retailers and develop a difference-in-differences (DID) framework to estimate the stockout-based

spillover effect on men’s sports footwear over a two-year period. They show that, when adjacent

sizes are always in stock, 25.1% and 26.6% of the unmet demand of an out-of-stock SKU spill

to the adjacent-larger and the adjacent-smaller sizes, respectively. They term this the theoretical

cross-size demand spillover. The authors also consider the actual cross-size spillover, in which they

take into account the availability of adjacent sizes when each stockout happened (Section 6.3 of Li

et al. (2023)), and show that 16.7% and 11.9% of the unmet demand of an out-of-stock SKU spill

to the adjacent-larger and the adjacent-smaller sizes, respectively.

It is remarkable that the findings in Li et al. (2023), especially the actual cross-size demand

spillover, are quite comparable to ours in the sense that both papers report an appreciable amount

of unmet demand spilling to adjacent sizes due to stockouts, although the empirical approaches

differ (DID vs. choice modeling), and the product categories are different (men’s sports shoes vs.

women casual booties). In addition, with the proposed prescriptive approach, we will be able to

discuss how the size substitution effect may impact the operational decisions on assortment and

inventory planning.

6. Assortment and Inventory Optimization

In this section, we investigate how the size substitution effect may impact the operational decisions

in assortment and inventory optimization problems. All proofs are relegated to Appendix B.

6.1. Assortment Optimization

We first consider the assortment optimization problem under the proposed style-size choice model.

We assume that each product (j, k)∈N has an unit revenue rj, i.e., the unit revenue is independent

of product size. This is a reasonable assumption, as stores usually do not charge different prices

for products of the same style. Without loss of generality, we write that J ≡ {1,2, . . . , J}, and
r1 ≥ r2 ≥ . . .≥ rJ ≥ 0. Then the assortment optimization problem is defined as

maximize
S⊆N

R(S)≡
∑

(j,k′)∈S

rj ·P((j, k′) | S) =
∑
k∈K

∫ ∞

ln 2

µk,α ·Rk,α(S)dα

 , (5)

2 The ratio in Equation (4) is less than e−α0
(
1+ (1− 2e−α0)maxj e

vj
)
, which in our dataset equals 12.204%.
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where R(S) is the expected revenue of assortment S and Rk,α(S) ≡
∑

(j,k′)∈S rj · Pk,α((j, k
′) | S)

is the expected revenue collected from customer type (k,α), with Pk,α defined in Equation (2).

Particularly, we write wj ≡ evj as the attraction parameter of style j and thus the expected revenue

Rk,α(S) is

Rk,α(S) =

∑
(j,k′)∈C1

k
(S) rjwj +

∑
(j,k′)∈C2

k
(S) e

−αrjwj

1+
∑

(j,k′)∈C1
k
(S)wj +

∑
(j,k′)∈C2

k
(S) e

−αwj

.

Recall that in Section 5, we showed that size substitution happens. Remarkably, in the following

theorem, we show that the size substitution effect does not have an impact on the assortment

decision. Additionally, the optimal decision of Problem (5) has a revenue-ordered structure in

product styles.

Theorem 1. Let {1,2, . . . , j∗} be the optimal assortment under the style-only MNL choice model:

{1,2, . . . , j∗}= argmax
Sstyle⊆J

{ ∑
j∈Sstyle

rjwj

1+
∑

j∈Sstyle
wj

}
. (6)

If exp(−α) ≤ 1/2 for all customer types, then there exists an optimal solution S∗ ⊆ N to the

assortment problem (5) that takes the form

S∗ = {(1, k), (2, k), . . . , (j∗, k) | k ∈K}. (7)

That is, for style j ∈ {1, . . . , j∗}, it is optimal to offer all sizes. For other styles, do not offer any

size at all.

It is intriguing that the optimal assortment under the style-size choice model presents a revenue-

ordered structure. In fact, our model resembles the mixed-MNL model, as it is a mixture of

consider-then-choose models for many customer types in which the choice step follows an MNL.

It is well-known that the optimal assortment of the mixed-MNL model in general does not have

the revenue-ordered structure, and finding the optimal assortment is NP-hard (Bront et al. 2009,

Rusmevichientong et al. 2014). On the other hand, the optimal assortment of the MNL model does

have a revenue-ordered structure (Talluri and Van Ryzin 2004). Thus, we can view the style-size

model as an interesting middle point between the MNL and mixed-MNL models.

Theorem 1 implies that, for assortment planning purposes, one can ignore product sizes and

potential size substitution effects, and it is optimal to make the assortment decision only at the

product style level. Indeed, the optimal assortment (7) is invariant with respect to the distribution

µk,α of the size sensitivity parameter α. That is, the optimal assortment decision is the same, and

it does not matter whether customers are tolerant toward the adjacent sizes (α concentrates at a

low value) or uncomfortable toward the size difference (α concentrates at a high value). In a sense,
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Theorem 1 provides support for size aggregation in assortment optimization, which is a common

approach in the operations management literature (Boada-Collado and Mart́ınez-de Albéniz 2020).

Theorem 1 is also consistent with industry practice in which stores or companies usually do not

consider product sizes when arranging the floor display or designing a catalog, but rather just

focus on which styles to offer. Later, we will also show that Theorem 1 leads to an asymptotically

optimal inventory policy that is also size-substitution-invariant.

We utilize the following three facts in the proof of Theorem 1: (i) The unit revenue or net profit

of a product only depends on its style, not its size. (ii) The utility of a product only depends on

its style and not on its size, as long as the product is of the correct size. (iii) A product has a

lower utility to customers if it is of an adjacent size. Note that the second fact also relates to the

formation of the consideration sets (Section 3.2). As long as we design the offered assortment to

satisfy every customer’s first-best choice (here, the best-fit size), customers would behave according

to a standard MNL across all styles. Hence, the second-best choice (here, the adjacent sizes) does

not matter because it would not be reached. For this reason, the revenue-ordered structure prevails

in the optimal assortment even if customers form their second-best choice according to different

size rules (for example, size sensitivity can be asymmetric, as some customers may only consider

larger sizes and some may only consider smaller ones).

6.2. Inventory Optimization

We further consider a stockout-based inventory optimization problem under the proposed style-

size choice model. For convention, we write N≡ {1,2, . . .} as the set of positive integers and N+ ≡

N ∪ {0}. We specify the inventory model as follows. Let ℓ = 1,2, . . . be a sequence of customers.

Each customer visits the store at time tℓ and makes a purchase decision Dℓ ∈N+. We make two

assumptions about the customers.

1. The arrival time of customers (tℓ)ℓ∈N+
follow a homogeneous Poisson process of rate λ > 0.

For simplicity, we ignore seasonality

2. Customers’ decisions Dℓ follow the distribution Dℓ ∼ P(· | Sℓ), where Sℓ is the set of available

products when customer ℓ visits and P(· | ·) is the proposed style-size choice model (3).

Let Iℓjk ∈ N+ be the remaining stock of product (j, k) ∈N at time tℓ, i.e., at the time that ℓth

customer visits. Then the set of available products is thus defined as Sℓ = {(j, k) ∈ N | Iℓj,k > 0}.

The stock Iℓ =
(
Iℓjk
)
(j,k)∈N follows the recursive equation

Iℓ+1
jk =

{
Iℓjk − 1, if Dℓ = (j, k)∈N ,

Iℓjk, otherwise.

That is, if a customer chooses to buy a product of style j and size k, then the corresponding stock

level decreases by one. Notice that Iℓ+1 ≥ 0 for all ℓ∈N+, as P((j, k) | Sℓ) = 0 whenever Iℓjk = 0.
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The store will make an inventory decision I∈N|N |
+ (non-negative integers) for the initial inventory

depth, i.e., deciding I = I1. Associated with the decision, the store pays unit procurement cost

cj to order each unit of product (j, k) and charges unit price pj for each sale of (j, k), which are

assumed to be independent of the size k. We also write p0 = 0 and c0 = 0 for the no-purchase

option. The goal of the store is to maximize the expected profit up to a given time T . That is, the

store maximizes

Pinv := maximize
I∈NJK

+

[
Π(I) :=E

[ ∞∑
ℓ=1

pDℓ · I [tℓ ≤ T ]

]
−
∑

(j,k)∈N

cjIjk

]
. (8)

The objective function Π(I), which is the expected profit, consists of two terms, the expected

revenue and the total cost. Notice that the revenue
∑∞

ℓ=1 pDℓ · I [tℓ ≤ T ] is a random variable, as

both customer arrival times and customers’ decisions are random. We can also rewrite the expected

revenue as follows. Let L be the number of customers that arrive during [0, T ]. Then L is a Poisson

random variable with parameter Tλ and thus E
[∑∞

ℓ=1 pDℓ · I [tℓ ≤ T ]
]
= E

[∑L

ℓ=1 pDℓ

]
. We use I∗

and Π∗
inv to denote the optimal solution and the optimal objective value of the inventory problem

Pinv, respectively. Without loss of generality, in this section, we write that J ≡ {1,2, . . . , J}, K≡

{1,2, . . . ,K} and label product styles in a way that r1 ≡ p1− c1 ≥ r2 ≡ p2− c2 ≥ . . .≥ rJ ≡ pJ − cJ ≥

0, i.e., styles are ordered in a decreasing order of their unit profits. Throughout the section, we

write wj ≡ exp(vj) as the attraction parameter for style j ∈J .

Before presenting our approach to solve Problem (8), we pause to comment on the computational

and theoretical challenges behind it. Notice that the stockout-based inventory optimization prob-

lem like Problem (8) is notoriously hard (Mahajan and Van Ryzin 2001). In fact, as Aouad et al.

(2018) point out, given an initial inventory vector, even the efficient evaluation of the expected

revenue E
[∑L

ℓ=1 pDℓ

]
is an open question for most choice models of interest, including the stan-

dard MNL model, due to the existence of stockout-based substitution. That is, customers may

substitute another product in Sℓ for their most desired product when it is out of stock, and the

substitution follows the choice model P(· | Sℓ). In addition, the set of available products Sℓ varies

according to each product’s in-stock availability. That is why Problem (8) is also referred as the

dynamic inventory problem with stockout-based substitution. In contrast, demand substitution in

Problem (5) is assortment-based, or static, because it assumes that demand is completely deter-

mined by the products offered in the assortment regardless of whether they are in stock at any

particular point in time. Recall that a product is a style-size pair. However, Theorem 1 shows that

assortment planning can be done at the style level under assortment-based substitution.

To illustrate the previous point, consider the revenue collected under two scenarios: (i) customers

do not consider adjacent sizes; and (ii) customers do consider adjacent sizes when the best-fit size
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is not available. We show that ignoring the size substitution effect underestimates a product’s

expected revenue.

Example 4. (Size Substitution Effect in a Stockout-based Setting) Consider a market of one

style of a T-shirt J = {1} and two sizes K= {Medium (M), Large(L)}. The style has attraction

w1 = 1 and unit price p1 = 1. Let all customers in the market have the same size substitution

parameter α0 and half of them wears size M . We assume that only the M -size is currently available

and the L-size is out of stock, i.e., Sℓ = {(1,M)}. If we assume that the coming customer ℓ will

not consider adjacent sizes, i.e., β0 := exp(−α0) = 0, then the expected revenue collected from this

customer is 1× 0.5× 0.5 = 0.25. If we assume that the customer will consider adjacent size with

parameter β0 = 1/2, then the expected revenue is 1× (0.5×0.5+0.5× 0.5
1+0.5

)≈ 0.42. The difference

in the expected revenue comes from that the fact that in the former case, if the customer happens

to have the best-fit size L and if we assume that she won’t consider the M -size T-shirt at all, then

the demand of (1,M) is underestimated, leading to an underestimation of the expected revenue. □

From the example, if we do not consider size substitution, we would mistakenly assume that a

product of size k can only attract customers whose best-fit size is k and overlook the possibility

that the product may be appealing to customers of adjacent sizes. Such underestimation of a

product’s expected revenue may also lead to suboptimal inventory decisions, as the firm would not

stock the product at all if the product’s cost c1 is greater than 0.25 in Example 4. This hints that

size substitution should be taken into account in inventory planning, at least when the expected

demand over the selling horizon is low, as we show next.

6.3. An IP-Based Inventory Policy

Due to the computational challenges in stockout-based substitution, we first consider solving a

lower bound of Problem (8):

PLB : maximize
I∈NJK

+

[ ∑
(j,k)∈N

pj ·min{Tλ ·πjk(I) , Ijk}−
∑

(j,k)∈N

cj · Ijk
]
, (9)

where πjk(I) = P((j, k) | S(I)) is the choice probability of product (j, k) based on the set of available

products. The objective function in PLB is indeed a lower bound to the objective Π of Problem (8).

It first assumes that customers arrive in a deterministic manner and then approximates a product’s

demand based on its choice probability given the initial set of available products. Such inventory

problems have been widely considered in the literature (Ryzin and Mahajan 1999, Topaloglu 2013)

due to their simplicity and tractability compared to the stockout-based substitution problems. In

the context of the style-size choice model, the lower bound model (9) utilizes the size substitu-

tion effect through the initial assortment. We further approximate the lower bound model (9) by

assuming that the style-size choice model has an average size sensitivity parameter α0 and solve
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the corresponding inventory problem by a linear mixed-integer program. One can easily relax this

assumption by considering that µk,α has a finite support Ak for α for each given size k, though it

comes at the expense of introducing additional variables.

We define variables as follows. Let I ∈ NJK
+ be the inventory decision for stocking Ijk units for

product (j, k). We use x ∈ {0,1}JK to indicate whether each product (j, k) is available at time

t= 0. Variable s∈RJK
+ represents the sales of each product (j, k) and π is the choice probability for

each product given the assortment at time t= 0. Variables y+ and y− relate to the construction of

the consideration set in Section 3.2. In particular, y+
jk and y−

jk represent whether customers of type

(k,α0) would consider the adjacent-larger and adjacent-smaller products of style j given the initial

assortment, respectively. Since the choice probability in the style-size is in a linear-fractional form,

we use the linearization technique (Charnes and Cooper 1962) to avoid the non-linear constraints in

the mixed-integer program. We first introduce variable hk to represent the no-purchase probability

of customer type (k,α0), i.e., hk = 1/
(
1+

∑
j wj ·

(
xjk +β0 · y+

jk +β0 · y−
jk

))
, where β0 = exp(−α0).

We then introduce additional variables qjk for the product xjkhk, q
+
jk for the product y+

jkhk, and

q−jk for the product y−
jkhk. With the defined variables, we write down the following mixed-integer

linear program to solve the lower bound (9), which we call the IP-based inventory policy.

PLB-IP := maximize
∑
k∈K

∑
j∈J

(pj · sjk − cj · Ijk)

subject to sjk ≤ Tλ ·πjk, sjk ≤ Ijk, xjk ≤ Ijk ≤M ·xjk ∀k ∈K, j ∈J ,

y+
jk ≤ xj,k+1, y+

jk ≤ 1−xj,k, xj,k+1 −xjk ≤ y+
jk, ∀k ∈K, j ∈J ,

y−
jk ≤ xj,k−1, y−

jk ≤ 1−xj,k, xj,k−1 −xjk ≤ y−
jk, ∀k ∈K, j ∈J ,

πjk/wj = µkqjk +β0µk+1q
−
j,k+1 +β0µk−1q

+
j,k−1, ∀k ∈K, j ∈J ,

hk +
∑
j

wjqjk +
∑
j

β0wjq
+
jk +

∑
j

β0wjq
−
jk = 1, ∀k ∈K,

qjk ≤ hk, qjk ≤ xjk, hk ≤ 1+ qjk −xjk, ∀k ∈K, j ∈J ,

q+jk ≤ hk, q+jk ≤ y+
jk, hk ≤ 1+ q+jk − y+

jk, ∀k ∈K, j ∈J ,

q−jk ≤ hk, q−jk ≤ y−
jk, hk ≤ 1+ q−jk − y−

jk, ∀k ∈K, j ∈J ,

Ijk, sjk ∈N+, xjk ∈ {0,1}, πjk, y
+
jk, y

−
jk, qjk, q

+
jk, q

−
jk ∈ [0,1].

Here M is a large constant in the big-M notation. For the boundary cases, i.e., for k= 1 or k=K,

we simply set y−
jk = 0 for k = 1 and y+

jk = 0 for k = K, along with µ0 = µK+1 = 0. We interpret

the constraints as follows. The first row of constraints enforces the basic relations between the

demand Tλπjk, the sales sjk, and the inventory Ijk. The following two rows of constraints on x, y+,

and y− correspond to the construction of the consideration set described in Section 3.2. The next
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constraint formulates the choice probability πjk of each product (j, k) according to Equation (2).

The following four rows of constraints on h, q, q+, and q− linearize the corresponding variables.

In the following numerical study, we examine the performance of the IP-based inventory policy

and highlight its advantages when the expected demand over the selling horizon is low, which

is in contrast to the asymptotic regime to be introduced in Section 6.4. We calibrate the choice

model parameters using the real-world dataset discussed in Section 5, including the utility vj for

each style j ∈ J and the fraction µk of customers for each best-fit size k ∈ K. The dataset also

provides the price pj for each style j ∈ J , while the cost cj of the product is not available. To

address this, we make an assumption that the firm implements a 120% markup pricing scheme.

This assumption aligns with insights from practitioners (Farra 2019, Claypoole 2019) which suggest

that firms usually markup products with a 120% to 150% margin. We vary the expected number of

customers L̄= Tλ to evaluate the performance of the policies in the non-asymptotic regime. From

Section 5.1 we know that each store receives approximately W = 4000 visitors per week on average.

Consequently, we examine scenarios ranging from one month (roughly four weeks) to eight months

(roughly thirty-two weeks) by setting L̄∈ {4W,6W,8W,12W,16W,20W,32W}, consistent with the

scale we observed in Section 5.

We conduct a comparison between the IP-based inventory policy and two benchmark inventory

policies: the newsvendor policy and the fluid approximation (Zhang et al. 2023). Specifically, the

newsvendor policy is given by the standard quantile policy in which the demand of each product

(j, k) is treated independently. The fluid approximation stocks Ijk units of product (j, k) as IFAjk =

⌈Tλ ·P ((j, k) | S∗)⌉, where S∗ is the optimal assortment to Problem (5) with rj = pj−cj. We remark

that both the newsvendor policy and the fluid approximation are size-substitution-invariant. That

is, the stocking decisions under both policies ignore the value of α0. For the newsvendor policy,

such property is obviously true as the policy views each product’s demand independently. For the

fluid approximation, since P(· | S∗) is invariant under α0 according to Theorem 1, we know that

the resulting stocking decision ⌈Tλ ·P (· | S∗)⌉ is also invariant.

In what follows, we assess the performance of each inventory policy by evaluating the expected

profit generated by the corresponding inventory vector. Specifically, let IIP, IFA, and INV be the inven-

tory vector returned by the IP-based, fluid approximation, and newsvendor policies, respectively. To

evaluate the profit Π(·) associated with each inventory vector, we employ Monte Carlo simulation

based on the stochastic process outlined in Section 6.2, along with the common random number

technique for variance reduction. We consider two values for β0 = exp(−α0)∈ {12.2%,50.0%}. The

former corresponds to the estimated value obtained from the dataset, whereas the latter represents

the maximum value that β0 can take, as stated in Lemma 1. By examining these two values, we

can explore a range of scenarios and assess the sensitivity of the results.
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β0 = 12.2%

Πper
BT NSize NProd

L̄ INV IFA IIP IIP IIP

4W -16.56 -16.36 0.33 3.0 3
6W -7.11 -6.92 0.70 2.2 11
8W -2.49 -2.22 1.26 2.8 31
12W 1.94 2.15 2.48 3.0 91
16W 2.55 3.06 3.33 3.9 169
20W 2.86 3.19 3.41 4.7 240
32W 5.14 5.60 5.61 7.3 372

β0 = 50.0%

Πper
BT NSize NProd

L̄ INV IFA IIP IIP IIP

4W -16.56 -16.36 0.76 2.0 10
6W -7.11 -6.92 1.50 2.4 39
8W -2.49 -2.22 2.32 2.9 90
12W 1.99 2.44 3.80 3.4 165
16W 2.59 3.17 4.17 4.2 215
20W 3.11 3.41 3.65 4.6 237
32W 5.29 5.67 5.77 5.1 262

Table 3 Expected profit per customer Πper
BT, sizes offered NSize, and products available NProd for varying expected

demand L̄= Tλ with β0 ∈ {12.2%,50.0%}. The newsvendor and fluid approximation offer all products (and sizes).

Table 3 displays Πper
BT(·), the expected profit per customer visit to the casual booties category,

which is defined as Πper
BT(·) = Π(·)/L̄BT. Note that we do not have the exact customer traffic for

casual booties in the dataset. We thus approximate L̄BT by multiplying the total traffic L̄ by the

fraction of sales of the casual booties category (roughly 2.8%), i.e., L̄BT = 0.028L̄. The table also

presents the number of sizes offered NSize and the number of products available NProd under the

IP-based policy. The newsvendor and fluid approximation offer all styles in all sizes, so the number

of products available under those policies is 51× 9 = 459.

In Table 3, we observe that all three inventory policies exhibit superior performance when L̄ is

large, which can be attributed to the decreased demand volatility. However, when L̄ is small, both

the newsvendor and fluid approximation perform poorly regardless of the level of size substitution

given by the parameter β0. The reason is that these two polices stock too much – at least one

unit for each size of each style – so substitution does not occur, in which case β0 is irrelevant. In

contrast, the IP-based policy incorporates size substitution and strategically offers a smaller set of

sizes and styles to satisfy the demand, resulting in positive profits. Figure 3 visualizes the stocking

decisions made by the three inventory policies for the four most popular styles in the dataset when

L̄ = 12W and β0 = 12.2%. Note that Style A is also the most expensive style. The figure shows

that, in contrast to the newsvendor and fluid approximation, the IP-based policy does not offer

the complete range of sizes for all styles. Instead, it leverages the size substitution effect to fulfill

unmet demand. For instance, it does not offer sizes 6 and 10 of Styles C and D, as the demand of

these products can be covered by sizes 6.5 and 10.5 of the same style, respectively. The IP-based

policy also holds less inventory: 1.4 units per product in Figure 3, whereas the fluid approximation

and newsvendor hold 1.8 and 2.3 units per product, respectively.

We also observe that the profitability of the IP-based policy is higher as size substitution becomes

more prevalent. In the left panel of Table 3, we can see that the expected profit per customer of the
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Figure 3 Inventory profile of the three policies for the four most popular styles and nine sizes, when L̄= 12W

and β0 = 12.2% (the prime sign represents half sizes)

IP-based policy is 8% higher compared to the fluid approximation when L̄= 16W and β0 = 12.2%.

This advantage increases to 24% when β0 = 50.0%, as shown in the right panel. Similarly, while

IIP and IFA statistically have the same performance when L̄= 32W and β0 = 12.2%, the former is

strictly better than the latter for the same L̄ when β0 = 50.0%. This highlights the importance of

incorporating size substitution when customers show a strong tendency to explore adjacent sizes.

However, the advantage of the IP-based policy diminishes as L̄ grows larger. In the left panel where

β0 = 12.2%, the advantage of IIP over IFA shrinks from 276% to 6.5% as L̄ increases from 8W to

20W . Moreover, we will show that the IP-based policy and the fluid approximation have the same

asymptotic limit; see Proposition 2 in Section 6.4. Since the fluid approximation is size-substitution-

invariant, the convergence of both policies suggests that the effect of size substitution shrinks as

traffic increases. We will revisit this discussion from a theoretical standpoint in Section 6.4.

It is hard to compare the IP-based policy to the (average) store performance reported in Table 1

because the latter includes inventory replenishment and the styles were introduced in a staggered

manner. However, it is worth noting that the maximum number of products available was 359.2

over an horizon of 33 weeks. This contrasts with the IP-policy that suggests carrying 372 products

when L̄= 32W and β0 = 12.2%. In terms of sizes offered, the average store in Table 1 started with

8.4 sizes whereas the IP-policy suggests 7.3. In other words, the IP-policy offers slightly less sizes

but they are distributed across a wider selection of styles. Indeed, all styles are initially available

under the IP-policy since 372/7.3 = 51, whereas a back-of-the-envelope calculation based on Table 1

gives 359.2/8.4 = 42.8.3

Finally, we would like to emphasize the flexibility of the IP-based policy in accommodating other

business constraints. It offers the convenience of incorporating capacity limitations into product

3 More precisely, the 359.2 products in the average store came from 44.75 styles and 8.03 sizes.
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inventory, which can be based on factors such as style or size. For instance, one can enforce a

distinction between major and minor sizes and ensure that minor sizes are not offered unless all

major sizes are provided. This type of policy has already found successful implementation in the

fashion industry (Caro and Gallien 2010). In our study, we have incorporated such constraints into

the IP-based policy and present its performance in Appendix C. Additionally, the IP-based policy

allows for easy inclusion of initial stock or remaining stock from the previous period in the integer

program. Combining these features with its favorable performance for short planning horizons, the

IP-based policy can be an effective tool for making replenishment decisions during the sales season.

6.4. Asymptotically, Size Substitution Does Not Matter

In this section we study the asymptotic regime, i.e., when the expected demand or traffic L̄= Tλ

grows to infinity. Recall that by Theorem 1, the fluid approximation can be expressed as IFAjk =

⌈L̄ ·P((j, k) | S∗)⌉ ≡ ⌈L̄ρjµ̂k⌉, where

ρj =
wj · Ij≤j∗

1+
∑

j≤j∗ wj

and µ̂k =

∫ ∞

ln 2

µk,αdα. (10)

Here j∗ is defined as in the style-only assortment problem (6) with margin rj = pj − cj. As men-

tioned, the fluid approximation is size-substitution-invariant because the quantities it prescribes

are independent of the size sensitivity parameter α and its distribution. One can interpret the fluid

approximation as follows. The firm first solves the style-only MNL assortment optimization prob-

lem (6) to decide which styles to offer. For each offered style j ∈ {1,2, . . . , j∗}, the store will stock in

total L̄ρj units. Furthermore, among these L̄ρj units of style j, the store allocates a fraction µ̂k of

it to size k, i.e., it stocks L̄ρjµ̂k units for product (j, k), where µ̂k is the fraction of customers whose

best-fit size is k. The fluid approximation actually is an aggregation-disaggregation approach, as

the firm first aggregates all products across sizes when deciding which styles to offer, and then

disaggregates or “splits” the demand of each offered style among sizes. In the following proposition

we show that such aggregation-disaggregation approach is asymptotically optimal.

Proposition 1. Let exp(−α)≤ 1/2 for all customer types. Assume that the maximal product

price p̄=maxj pj and the maximal product cost c̄=maxj cj are independent of both the horizon T

and the traffic rate λ. For the stockout-based inventory optimization problem (8), the fluid approx-

imation policy IFA has optimality gap O
(√

JK ·Tλ
)
and thus it is asymptotically optimal.

The proof follows the performance guarantee of the fluid approximation in the inventory problem

under choice models that satisfy the substitutability property (Zhang et al. 2023). Per Lemma 1,

the result in Zhang et al. (2023) is applicable to our inventory problem, though a modification

is required to consider a random number of customer arrivals L, as Zhang et al. (2023) assume
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that the number of customer visits is deterministic and known in advance. We highlight that

Proposition 1 supports the common practice of ignoring size substitution for stocking purposes.

However, ignoring both style and size substitution like in the newsvendor model could lead to a

poor performance. We demonstrate this observation in Appendix C.2.

Another important observation is given in the following proposition. It shows that the per-

formance of the IP-based solution IIP introduced in Section 6.3 and the fluid approximation IFA

becomes indistinguishable when the expected total traffic L̄ is sufficiently large. Note that this

result does not require the substitutability property of Lemma 1. In other words, it holds for any

distribution of α.

Proposition 2. The IP-based policy and the fluid approximation have the same asymptotic

performance.

Proposition 2 gives an edge to the IP-based policy because it matches the asymptotic performance

of the fluid approximation, and per section 6.3, it has a better performance in the non-asymptotic

regime. Put differently, in the asymptotic regime a “wide-net” approach that stocks all sizes works

well, whereas in the non-asymptotic regime a more targeted approach is better. One can think

that the former is more applicable to online settings, whereas the latter could make more sense for

brick-and-mortar stores.

We end this section by discussing an extension result for the asymptotic performance of fluid-like

inventory policies under general choice models. The literature has mainly focused on choice models

that satisfy the substitutability property (Definition 1). For example, Honhon and Seshadri (2013)

show that if the underlying choice model is a ranking-based model, a fluid-like approximation solved

by a dynamic program proposed by Honhon et al. (2010) can has an O(n
√
Q) optimality gap, where

n is the number of products and Q is the total order quantity over these n products. El Housni et al.

(2021) achieve an O
(
n+

√
nLD log (nLD)

)
gap using fluid approximation and sample-average

approximation, where LD is the deterministic number of customer visits. Zhang et al. (2023)

improve the optimality gap to O(
√
nLD) by exploring the gap between the full relaxation upper

bound and an lower bound like Problem (9). Given the emerging literature on general choice models

that do not satisfy the substitutability property, such as tree-based models (Chen and Mǐsić 2021,

2022, Chen et al. 2019) and models inspired by behavioral economics (Maragheh et al. 2018),

providing an encompassing performance guarantee can be valuable. We state our result as follows

for a general choice model and then we discuss its application to our style-size choice model.
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Proposition 3. Let P (· | ·) be any choice model over n products. Assume that p̄=maxi=1,...,n pi

and c̄ = maxi=1,...,n ci are independent of L̄ = Tλ and n. Let S∗ be the optimal assortment and

define πi = P(i | S∗). Consider the inventory policy I=
(
⌈L̄(πi + ϵ)⌉ · Ii∈S∗

)
i=1,...,n

, where

ϵ=
1

2
·

√√√√√ log(L̃)

L̃
·

1− 2

√
e log(L̃)

L̃
− 1

L̃

−1

with L̃ = max{L̄, e4}. Then the policy I in the stockout-based inventory problem (8) has an

O(n
√

L̄ log L̄) optimality gap and thus it is asymptotically optimal.

We prove the proposition by recognizing that the first stockout is a stopping time and quantifying

the revenue collected until the point of the first stockout through a series of concentration inequal-

ities (Vershynin 2018). Compared to the fluid approximation, the inventory policy in Proposition 3

introduces a safety stock L̄ϵ=O
(√

L̄ · log
(
L̄
))

, which prevents the stockouts from happening too

early. Asymptotically, this safety stock is negligible compared to L̄πi, making the inventory policy

in Proposition 3 converge to the fluid approximation as L̄ tends to infinity. When applying this

policy to the style-size choice model, we again obtain a size-substitution-invariant inventory policy

that is asymptotically optimal, although the theoretical optimality gap is larger than the gap of

the fluid approximation shown in Proposition 1. On the other hand, in contrast to Proposition 1,

the result in Proposition 3 is applicable to the case when the substitutability property does not

hold, i.e., when the size substitution parameter α< ln 2.

7. Conclusion

We proposed the style-size choice model to capture size substitution effects. Using a real-world

dataset, we showed that a significant amount of unmet demand caused by stockouts can spill over

to adjacent sizes of the same style. We further studied the assortment and inventory optimization

under the style-size choice model. We showed that firms can ignore the role of sizes under static (or

assortment-based) substitution. The same applies under dynamic (or stockout-based) substitution

as long as the expected traffic is large. For low expected traffic, we proposed an IP-based solution

to capitalize on size substitution in a computationally tractable manner. Our work opens several

directions for future research, such as allowing for inventory replenishment, or incorporating a

goodwill cost when customers like a style but cannot find a size that fits. The latter could lead

to excessive amounts of leftover inventory, which would add an environmental dimension to the

problem.
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Appendix A: Estimation of the General Style-Size Choice Model

Assume that the utility discount parameter α has a finite support A. This can be easily relaxed to the case

that A is an interval. In that case, one will change the summation over α in the following estimation procedure

into integration over α. We assume the same form of data in Section 4 and use an EM algorithm to estimate

the model from data. Following the discussion in Section 4.3, we consider the generalization that includes

the fixed effects for stores (vm)m∈M and the store-dependent customer distribution (µmkα)m∈M,k∈K,α∈A.

We will again first write down the maximum likelihood estimation procedure for the case that the complete

data is available. Then we will replace the data by its expectation.

A.1. Complete Data

Assume the complete data takes form
(
Nmt

kα ,{Qmt
kα,(j,k′)}(j,k′)∈Smt

)
m∈M,t∈T

, where Nmt
kα is the total number

of customers of types (k,α) who visited store m during week t and Qmt
kα,(j,k′) is the sales of each product

(j, k′) ∈ Smt contributed by the same type of customers. The likelihood of this complete data for store m

and week t is

fmt
complete =

Nmt!∏
k∈K,α∈ANmt

kα !
·
∏

k∈K,α∈A

(µmkα)
Nmt

kα ·
∏

k∈K,α∈A

fmt
kα,complete, (11)

where the factor Nmt!∏
k∈K,α∈A Nmt

kα
!
·
∏

k∈K,α∈A (µmkα)
Nmt

kα comes from multinomial distribution and

fmt
kα,complete =

Nmt
kα !(

Nmt
kα −

∑
(j,k′)∈Smt Qmt

kα,(j,k′)

)
! ·
∏

(j,k′)∈Smt Qmt
kα,(j,k′)!

·

 ∏
(j,k′)∈Smt

Pmt
(k,α) ((j, k

′) | Smt)
Qmt

kα,(j,k′)

 ·

1−
∑

(j,k′)∈Smt

Pmt
(k,α) ((j, k

′) | Smt)

Nmt
kα −

∑
(j,k′)∈Smt Qmt

kα,(j,k′)

.

Therefore, given the complete data, the log-likelihood function is equal to a constant plus

Lcomplete =
∑

m,t,k,α

Nmt
kα · logµmkα

+
∑

m,t,k,α

 ∑
(j,k′)∈Smt

Qmt
kα,(j,k′) ·

(
(vj + vt + vm) · I(j,k′)∈C1

k
(Smt) +(vj + vt + vm −α) · I(j,k′)∈C2

k
(Smt)

)
−
∑

m,t,k,α

Nmt
kα · log

1+
∑

(j,k′)∈C1
k
(Smt)

evj+vt+vm +
∑

(j,k′)∈C2
k
(Smt)

evj+vt+vm−α

 .

The first term of Lcomplete only depends on µ= (µmkα)m∈M,k∈K,α∈A. The second and the third terms only

depend on v, where v = ((vj)j∈J , (vt)t∈T , (vm)m∈M). Therefore, to find the model parameter (µ,v) that

maximizes the complete data log likelihood, we solve the following optimization problems P complete
1,m and

P complete
2 , where

• Problem P complete
1,m finds optimal µm = (µmkα)k∈K,α∈A by

µmkα =

(∑
t

Nmt
kα

)
/
∑
k,α,t

Nmt
kα .
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• Problem P complete
2 finds optimal v by solving:

P complete
2 : maximize

v

 ∑
m,t,k,α

∑
(j,s)∈Smt

Qmt
kα,(j,k′) · (vj + vt + vm) · I(j,k′)∈C1

k
(Smt)

+
∑

m,t,k,α

∑
(j,s)∈Smt

Qmt
kα,(j,k′) · (vj + vt + vm −α) · I(j,k′)∈C2

k
(Smt)

−
∑

m,t,k,α

Nmt
kα · log

1+
∑

(j,k′)∈C1
k
(Smt)

evj+vt +
∑

(j,k′)∈C2
k
(Smt)

evj+vt−α


This is a concave optimization problem in v. Notice that, compared with the estimation procedure

in Section 4 where we will need to optimize α along with v, here we only need to optimize over v in

Problem P complete
2 . On the other hand, P complete

2 now has one additional dimension α in the summation.

We expect that the runtime of solving P complete
2 would get higher.

A.2. The E step and the M step of the EM algorithm

Recall that we do not observe customer types in data. Therefore, the parameters(
Nmt

kα ,{Qmt
kα,(j,k′)}(j,k′)∈Smt

)
m∈M,t∈T ,k∈K,α∈A

in optimization problems P complete
1 and P complete

2 are not

available. We will instead replace them by their conditional expected values given the choice model

parameter ν = (µ,v).

We start with any initialization of values of ν(0). In the EM algorithm, we will generate a sequence of

parameters {ν(q), q= 1,2, . . .} until convergence. Assume that we are currently in the qth iteration.

The E Step: Recall that for any assortment S ⊆N , we define S+ ≡ S ∪{(0,0)}, where (0,0) is the outside

option or the no-purchase option. By Bayes’ rule, given an assortment S, product (j, k′) ∈ S+, and model

parameter ν(q), for customer type (k,α) such that (j, k′)∈Ck(S) we have

Pmt((k,α) | S, (j, k′),ν(q)) =
Pmt((j, k′) | S, (k,α),ν(q))×Pmt((k,α) | S,ν(q))

Pmt((j, k′) | S,ν(q))

=
Pmt
(k,α)((j, k

′) | S,v(q))×µ
(q)
mkα∑

(k,α)|(j,k′)∈Ck(S) Pmt
(k,α)((j, k

′) | S,v(q))×µ
(q)
mkα

,

where Pmt
(k,α)((j, k

′) | S,v(q)) is defined as in Equation (2) with vj replaced by v
(q)
j +v

(q)
t +v(q)m since we consider

the fixed effect for seasonality. For customer type (k,α) such that (j, k′) /∈ Ck(S), the conditional value is

simply zero. With the conditional probability, we have, for (j, k′) ∈ Smt
+ , the expected sales from customer

type (k,α) on product (j, k′) at store m during week t is

Q̂mt
kα,(j,k′) =Qmt

(j,k′) ·Pmt((k,α) | Smt, (j, k′),ν(q)),

and N̂mt
kα =

∑
(j,k′)∈Smt

+
Q̂mt

kα,(j,k′).

The M Step: The M step is to replace the complete data log-likelihood by its conditional expected value

according to the E step and then optimize the log-likelihood. Therefore, ν(q+1) = (µ(q+1),v(q+1)), where

µ(q+1) =

( ∑
t
N̂mt

kα∑
k,t,α

N̂mt
kα

)
m∈M,k∈K,α∈A

and v(q+1) = argmax
v

{
P complete
2

((
N̂mt

kα ,{Q̂mt
kα,(j,k′)}

))}
.
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Appendix B: Proofs

B.1. Proof for Lemma 1

The sufficient condition is proved in Example 2. Now we focus on the necessary condition. That is, we will

show that P(k,α) satisfies the substitutablility property if exp(−α)≤ 1/2. Now we consider a specific customer

type (k,α). We first define functions

Fj(S) = I [(j, k)∈ S] +β · I [(j, k) /∈ S] ·

 ∑
k′∈adj(k)

I [(j, k′)∈ S]

 ,

for all assortment S ⊆ N and style j ∈ J , where β = exp(−α). One can easily verify that Fj(S) will not

decrease if we add a new product to S as long as β ≤ 1/2.

Now we will show that by adding a new product to assortment S, the choice probability Pk,α((j, k
′) | S)

will not increase. For simplicity, we write wj = exp(vj) for all j ∈J . We consider three cases.

• Case 1: k′ = k. Then we can write

Pk,α((j, k
′) | S) = wj

1+wj +
∑

j′ ̸=j wjFj(S)
.

Then no matter which product we add to S, Pk,α((j, k
′) | S) will not increase due to the monotonicity

of Fj′(S) for all j
′ ̸= j.

• Case 2: k′ ∈ adj(k). If (j, k) ∈ S, then Pk,α((j, k
′) | S) = 0 stays as zero no matter what we add to S;

else if (j, k) /∈ S and we add (j, k) to S, then Pk,α((j, k
′) | S) decreases to zero; else if (j, k) /∈ S and we

add a product other than (j, k) to S, then Pk,α((j, k
′) | S) will not increase, since the denominator in

the expression

Pk,α((j, k
′) | S) = βwj

1+βwj +βwj · I [(j, k′′)∈ S,k′′ ∈ adj(k), k′′ ̸= k′] +
∑

j′ ̸=j
wjFj(S)

will not decrease not matter what we add to the assortment.

• Case 3: k′ /∈ {k} ∪ adj(k). The choice probability Pk,α((j, k
′) | S) is always zero and thus will not

increase.

□

B.2. Proof of Theorem 1

The main idea is to show that the optimal revenue Rk,α(S) from each customer type (k,α) is upper

bounded by the optimal value z∗
MNL of the style-MNL assortment optimization problem (6). Therefore, the

overall expected revenue is upper bounded by the same value, i.e., R(S) =
∑

k∈K

∫∞
ln2

µk,α · Rk,α(S)dα ≤∑
k∈K

∫∞
ln2

µk,α · z∗
MNLdα = z∗

MNL. We then show that this upper bound is attached by the revenue-ordered

assortment (7) in Theorem 1.

We first focus on the revenue collected from a fixed customer type (k,α) and provide several lemmas

around it. Again, we denote β = exp(−α) and wj = exp(vj) for all j ∈ J to simplify the notation. Define

N+
k = {(j′, k′) | j′ ∈ J , k′ ∈ {k} ∪ adj(k)}, which is a subset of N that includes all products of size k and

adjacent sizes of k. Note that function Rk,α(S) can be written as

Rk,α(S) =

∑
(j,k′)∈C1

k
(S) rjwj +

∑
(j,k′)∈C2

k
(S) βrjwj

1+
∑

(j,k′)∈C1
k
(S)wj +

∑
(j,k′)∈C2

k
(S) βwj

.
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Notice that Rk,α(S) =Rk,α(S ∩N+
k ) for any assortment S ⊆N , since any product of size outside k∪adj(k)

will not be considered by customer (k,α) and thus will not contribute to the revenue Rk,α. Therefore, to

discuss the revenue Rk,α(S), it suffices to only discuss Rk,α(S) for S ⊆N+
k .

The following lemma tells us that it is always good to introduce a style of correct size if the style is more

profitable than the current assortment.

Lemma 2. Consider a customer type (k,α). Suppose S ⊆N+
k and (i, k) /∈ S for a style i. If ri >Rk,α(S),

then Rk,α (S ∪{(i, k)})>Rk,α(S).

Proof: Let nadj
i = |{(i, k′)∈ S | k′ ∈ adj(k)}|. We have

Rk,α (S ∪{(i, k)}) =

 wi ·
(
1−nadj

i β
)

1+
∑

(j,k′)∈C1
k
(S),j ̸=i

wj +
∑

(j,k′)∈C2
k
(S),j ̸=i

βwj +wi

 · ri+

(
1+

∑
(j,k′)∈C1

k
(S),j ̸=iwj +

∑
(j,k′)∈C2

k
(S),j ̸=i βwj +βnadj

i wi

1+
∑

(j,k′)∈C1
k
(S),j ̸=i

wj +
∑

(j,k′)∈C2
k
(S),j ̸=i

βwj +wi

)
·Rk(S),

where we note that the revenue function Rk,α(S) can be re-written as

Rk,α(S) =

∑
(j,k′)∈C1

k
(S),j ̸=i

rjwj +
∑

(j,k′)∈C2
k
(S),j ̸=i

βrjwj +βwirin
adj
i

1+
∑

(j,k′)∈C1
k
(S),j ̸=i

wj +
∑

(j,k′)∈C2
k
(S),j ̸=i

βwj +βnadj
i wi

.

Note that β ≤ 0.5 and nadj
i ≤ 2 thus 1−nadj

i β ≥ 0. Therefore, Rk (S ∪{(i, k)}) is a convex combination of ri

and Rk(S). If ri >Rk(S), then Rk (S ∪{(i, k)})>Rk(S). □

The next lemma tells us that if a product is less profitable than the current assortment, no matter it is of

the correct size or of the adjacent size, then we should exclude it from the current assortment.

Lemma 3. Consider a customer type (k,α). Suppose (j, k′) ∈ S ⊆N+
k for a style j ∈ J . If rj ≤Rk,α(S),

then Rk,α(S\{(j, k′)})≥Rk,α(S).

Proof: Let nadj
j = |{(j, k′)∈ S | k′ ∈ adj(k)}|. We consider two cases.

1. For k′ = k. Similar to the construction in the proof of Lemma 2, we have Rk,α(S) = γ · rj + (1− γ) ·

Rk,α(S\{(j, k′)}),where

γ =
wj ·

(
1−nadj

j β
)

1+
∑

(i,s)∈C1
k
(S),i ̸=j

wi +
∑

(i,s)∈C2
k
(S),i ̸=j

βwi +wj

and

Rk,α(S\{(j, k′)}) =
∑

(i,s)∈C1
k
(S),i ̸=j

riwi +
∑

(i,s)∈C2
k
(S),i ̸=j

βriwi +nadj
j rjwjβ

1+
∑

(i,s)∈C1
k
(S),i ̸=j

wi +
∑

(i,s)∈C2
k
(S),i ̸=j

βwi +nadj
j wjβ

Therefore,

Rk,α(S\{(j, k′)}) = Rk,α(S)− γrj
1− γ

≥ Rk,α(S)− γRk,α(S)

1− γ
=Rk,α(S).
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2. For k′ ∈ adj(k). If (j, k) ∈ S, then Rk,α(S\{(j, k′)}) =Rk,α(S). Now we assume (j, k) /∈ S, and we have

Rk,α(S) = γ′ · rj +(1− γ′) ·Rk,α(S\{(j, k′)}), where

γ′ =
wjβ

1+
∑

(i,s)∈C1
k
(S),i ̸=j

wi +
∑

(i,s)∈C2
k
(S),i ̸=j

βwi +nadj
j wjβ

and

Rk,α(S\{(j, k′)}) =
∑

(i,s)∈C1
k
(S),i ̸=j riwi +

∑
(i,s)∈C2

k
(S),i ̸=j βriwi +(nadj

j − 1)rjwjβ

1+
∑

(i,s)∈C1
k
(S),i ̸=j

wi +
∑

(i,s)∈C2
k
(S),i ̸=j

βwi +(nadj
j − 1)wjβ

Therefore,

Rk,α(S\{(j, k′)}) = Rk,α(S)− γ′rj
1− γ′ ≥ Rk,α(S)− γ′Rk,α(S)

1− γ′ =Rk,α(S).

□

The last lemma shows that given a customer type (k,α), its expected revenue Rk,α(S) is upper bounded

by z∗
MNL and the upper bound is attached by a revenue-ordered assortment of products of correct size k.

Lemma 4. Consider a customer type (k,α). Denote z∗ ≡maxS⊆N+
k
Rk,α(S). Then So = {(i, k) | ri > z∗} is

an optimal solution to the problem maxS⊆N+
k
Rk,α(S). In addition,

z∗ = z∗
MNL ≡max

j∈J

{ ∑j

i=1 riwi

1+
∑j

i=1wi

}
.

Proof: Obviously, z∗ exists and it is finite since N+
k is a finite set. We prove the first part of the statement by

contradiction. Suppose So is not an optimal solution and let S is an optimal solution with smallest cardinality.

The fact that S is optimal and z∗ =Rk,α(S)>Rk,α(So) imply that one of the following statements must be

true: (i) there exists a style i′ such that ri′ > z∗ and (i′, k) /∈ S; and (ii) there exists a product (j′, k′)∈ S such

that rj′ ≤ z∗ and k′ ∈ {k}∪adj(k). Otherwise, if none of them is true, then (i, k)∈ S for all i with ri > z∗ and

(j′, k′) /∈ S for all j with rj ≤ z∗ and all k′ ∈ {k}∪adj(k). One can then easily verify that Rk,α(S) =Rk,α(So),

which is a contradiction (that is to say, if none of (i) and (ii) is true, then S and So would be only different

from each other for the adjacent sizes of styles i ∈ {i | ri > z∗}. Given that the correct size of these styles

are already in both S and So, these adjacent sizes do not change the expected revenue of S from S0. That

means Rk,α(S) =Rk,α(S0).)

Now we know one of the statements (i) and (ii) must be true. However, if (i) is true, we can conclude that

Rk,α (S ∪{(i′, k)})>Rk,α(S)

by Lemma 2, which contradicts the fact that S is an optimal solution. If (ii) is true, we can conclude from

Lemma 3 that the assortment S\{(j′, k′)} has revenue

Rk,α (S\{(j′, k′)})≥Rk,α(S)

but has a smaller cardinality than S, which would contradicts the fact that S is an optimal assortment with

smallest cardinality. Therefore, neither (i) nor (ii) is true, which leads to a contradiction. Thus, S0 is an

optimal solution.
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For the second part of the theorem, we first notice that So ∈ Sorder, where Sorder is the collection of all

revenue-ordered assortments that only consist of products of size k

Sorder = {Sj
o | j ∈J }, where we define Sj

o ≡ {(1, k), (2, k), . . . , (j, k)}.

For each revenue-ordered assortment Sj
o, we have Rk,α(S

j
o) =

∑j

i=1 riwi/(1+
∑j

i=1wi). Therefore,

z∗ = max
S⊆N+

k

Rk,α(S) = max
So∈Sorder

Rk,α(So) =max
j∈J

{ ∑j

i=1 riwi

1+
∑j

i=1wi

}
,

where the second inequality follows the first part of the theorem that I just proved. □

With Lemma 4, we simply prove Theorem 1 as follows.

Proof of Theorem 1: By Lemma 4, we know that Rk,α(S) ≤ z∗
MNL. Therefore, R(S) =

∑
k∈K

∫∞
ln2

µk,α ·
Rk,α(S)dα≤

∑
k∈K

∫∞
ln2

µk,α · z∗
MNLdα= z∗

MNL. On the other hand, one can easily verify that R(S∗) = z∗
MNL

for the assortment defined in Equation (7). Therefore, S∗ is an optimal solution. □

Lastly, we remark that our proof of Theorem 1 follow a first-principle argument to determine whether we

can further improve the expected revenue by adding or removing products from the assortment. The same

proof technique was used by Rusmevichientong and Topaloglu (2012) to show that the robust assortment

optimization under the MNL model has a revenue-ordered structure.

B.3. Proof of Proposition 1

Our proof closely follows the argument in Zhang et al. (2023). To simplify the expression, we label products

in N as {1,2, . . . , n}. There, n= JK when there are J styles and K sizes. We consider an inventory problem

under the following assumption: Customers choose product i∈N according to the initial set S0 = {i | Ii ≥ 1}of
available products. If the product they choose is out of stock, then they leave without a purchase. We call this

optimization problem Pstatic. Given a inventory vector I, the profit of the inventory model is

Πstatic(I) =
∑
i∈N

pi ·E

{
min

{
Ii,

L∑
ℓ=1

Ciℓ(I
FA)

}}
−
∑
i∈N

ciIi (12)

Here, L is a random variable that represents the number of customer visiting in period [0, T ] and Ciℓ(I) is

the indicator that whether customer ℓ would choose product i from S0. If the underlying choice model P(· | ·)
is a substitutive model, then the profit Πstatic of this inventory problem is a lower bound to the original

dynamic inventory problem. This because if a product is out of stock, then the demand of other available

products should increase (or stay the same) in the dynamic inventory model. However, in Problem Pstatic,

we assume that the demand of other products remains the same. That implies we underestimate the revenue

collected after the stock-out happens in Problem Pstatic, resulting a lower bound to the dynamic problem.

From here, we can also see why the same argument does not apply to non-substitutive choice models. In

non-substitutive models, other products’ demand could shrink to a lower value after each stock-out, and the

objective Πstatic is thus no longer a lower bound.

Define πi = P(i | S∗), the choice probability of product i under the optimal assortment S∗. We consider

bounding the gap between Πstatic(I) with I= IFA ≡ (⌈Tλπi⌉)i∈N and Vfluid = Tλ
∑n

i=1(pi− ci)πi. For simplic-

ity, we call IFL = (Tλπi)i∈N , which is a vector that consists of fractional numbers.
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Vfluid −Πstatic(I
FA) =

∑
i∈N

(pi − ci)I
FL
i −

∑
i∈N

pi ·E

{
min

{
IFAi ,

L∑
ℓ=1

Ciℓ(I
FA)

}}
+
∑
i∈N

ciI
FA
i

=
∑
i∈S∗

pi ·E

{
IFLi −min

{
IFAi ,

L∑
ℓ=1

Ciℓ(I
FA)

}}
+
∑
i∈N

ci · (IFAi − IFLi )

≤
∑
i∈S∗

pi ·E

{
IFLi −min

{
IFLi ,

L∑
ℓ=1

Ciℓ(I
FA)

}}
+
∑
i∈S∗

ci,

where in the last inequality we use the fact that IFLi ≤ IFAi < IFLi +1. The second term is upper bounded by

|S∗| · c̄. The first term can be bounded as follows.∑
i∈S∗

pi ·E

{
IFLi −min

{
IFLi ,

L∑
ℓ=1

Ciℓ(I
FA)

}}
≤
∑
i∈S∗

pi ·E

{∣∣∣∣IFLi −
L∑

ℓ=1

Ciℓ(I
FA)

∣∣∣∣
}

≤
∑
i∈S∗

pi ·

√√√√√E


(
IFLi −

L∑
ℓ=1

Ciℓ(IFA)

)2


Notice that the random variable
∑L

ℓ=1Ciℓ(I
FA) has expectation

E

[
L∑

ℓ=1

Ciℓ(I
FA)

]
=EL

[
L∑

ℓ=1

E [Ciℓ(I
FA)]

]
=EL

[
L∑

ℓ=1

πi

]
=EL [Lπi] = Tλπi = IFLi

Therefore,

∑
i∈S∗

pi ·E

{
IFLi −min

{
IFLi ,

L∑
ℓ=1

Ciℓ(I
FA)

}}
≤
∑
i∈S∗

pi ·

√√√√Var

{
L∑

ℓ=1

Ciℓ(IFA)

}

=
∑
i∈S∗

pi ·

√√√√EL

[
Var

{
L∑

ℓ=1

Ciℓ(IFA)

∣∣∣∣L
]}

=
∑
i∈S∗

pi ·
√
EL [Lπi(1−πi)]

=
∑
i∈S∗

pi ·
√
Tλπi(1−πi)≤ p̄

√
Tλ ·

∑
i∈S∗

√
πi ≤ p̄

√
Tλ
√

|S∗|,

where the last step is obtained by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
(∑

i∈S∗
√
π
)2 ≤ (∑

i∈S∗ 1
)
· (
∑

i∈S∗ π) = |S∗|.
Therefore, Vfluid−Πstatic(I)≤ p̄

√
Tλn+ c̄n. Finally, we note that Π∗ ≤ Vfluid according to Lemma (6), which

is introduced below. Also, Π(IFA)≥Πstatic(I
FA). Thus, Π∗ −Π(IFA)≤ Vfluid −Πstatic(I

FA) =O
(√

nTλ
)
. □

B.4. Proof of Proposition 2

Define supp(I) as the support of an inventory vector I, i.e., supp(I) = {(j, k) | Ijk > 0}. We further define

C(S) as the class of inventory vectors with support S, i.e., C(S) = {I∈NJK
+ | supp(I) = S}. We will first show

that when L̄ is sufficiently large, any inventory vector from class C(S′) for S′ ̸= S∗, where S∗ is the optimal

assortment, cannot be an optimal solution to Problem PLB. In particular, for any I∈∪S ̸=S∗L(S), we have

z′
LB = maximize

S ̸=S∗,I∈C(S),I∈NJK
+

[∑
(j,k)

pj ·min
{
L̄ ·πjk(I) , Ijk

}
−
∑
(j,k)

cj · Ijk
]

≤ maximize
S ̸=S∗,I∈C(S),I∈NJK

+

[∑
(j,k)

(pj − cj) ·min
{
L̄ ·πjk(I) , Ijk

}]
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≤ maximize
S ̸=S∗,I∈C(S),I∈NJK

+

[∑
(j,k)

(pj − cj) · L̄ ·πjk(I)

]
≤L̄ ·maximize

S ̸=S∗

∑
(j,k)

(pj − cj) ·P ((j, k) | S) .

Meanwhile, we consider the objective value of fluid policy IFA in Problem PLB as follows

zLB (IFA) =
∑

(j,k)∈N

pj · L̄ ·P((j, k) | S∗)−
∑

(j,k)∈N

cj ·
[
L̄ ·P((j, k) | S∗)+

(
⌈L̄ ·P((j, k) | S∗)⌉− L̄ ·P((j, k) | S∗)

)]
≥

∑
(j,k)∈N

(pj − cj) · L̄ ·P((j, k) | S∗)−
∑

(j,k)∈N

cj = L̄Rasst(S
∗)−

∑
(j,k)∈N

cj .

Therefore, for sufficiently large L̄, we have z′
LB < zLB (IFA), which implies that the support of the optimal

solution of Problem PLB must be S∗ when L̄ is sufficiently large.

Now we shall show that IIPjk/I
FA
jk → 1 for all (j, k) ∈ S∗ when L̄ → ∞. This is equivalent to

show that IIPjk/
(
L̄ ·P((j, k) | S∗)

)
→ 1 for all (j, k) ∈ S∗. Consider a sufficiently large L̄. As IIP

returns the optimal solution to PLB, we know that IIP has support S∗. Assume there exists a

pair (j, k) such that lim inf L̄ |IIPjk/
(
L̄ ·P((j, k) | S∗)

)
− 1| > ϵ for a constant ϵ. Then, as L̄ → ∞,

either lim inf
{(

zLB(I
FA)− zLB(I

IP)/L̄
)}

> ϵ(pj − cj)P ((j, k) | S∗) > 0 or lim inf
{(

zLB(I
FA)− zLB(I

IP)/L̄
)}

>

ϵcjP ((j, k) | S∗)> 0 holds. In both cases, it contradicts the fact that IIP maximizes zLB(·). Therefore, IIPjk/IFAjk →

1 for all (j, k)∈ S∗ when L̄→∞. □

B.5. Proof of Proposition 3

We define [n]≡ {1,2, . . . , n} throughout the proof. We prove Proposition 3 by first stating two lemmas. The

first lemma, Lemma 5, concerns the first stockout time for a specifically constructed inventory vector.

Lemma 5. Assume ϵ and ϵ′ are two positive constants. Let l be an integer that satisfies l ∈ (T (λ −

ϵ′), T (λ+ ϵ′)). Let {Xℓ} be a sequence of IID multinomial random variables such that P(Xℓ =m) = νm for

m ∈ 0,1, . . . ,M , where
∑M

m=0 νm = 1. For m= 1, . . . ,M , we denote Zℓ
m =

∑ℓ

i=1 I [Xi =m] as the recurrence

of outcome m up to random variable Xℓ and let Um := ⌈Tλ(νm + ϵ)⌉. We define

τ = inf{ℓ | ∃m∈ {1, . . . ,M} such that Zℓ
m ≥Um}

as the first time that one of the Zℓ
m hits the corresponding bound Um. Then, we have

P [τ ≤ ⌊l−Tϵ′⌋]≤M · exp
(
−2 · (Tλ− 2Tϵ′ − 1) · ϵ2

)
.

Proof: Define l′ = ⌊l− Tϵ′⌋. Event {τ ≤ l′} is equivalent to event {∃m ∈ {1, . . . ,M} such that Zl′

m ≥ Um}.

Therefore, by union bound,

P [τ ≤ l′]≤
M∑

m=1

P
[
Zl′

m ≥Um := ⌈Tλ(νm + ϵ)⌉
]
.

On the other hand, we know that Zl′

m ∼B(l′, νm), a binomial distribution of l′ trials with νm success rate.

Therefore, by Hoeffding’s inequality,

P
[
Zl′

m ≥ ⌈Tλ(νm + ϵ)⌉
]
≤ exp

(
−2 · l′ ·

(
νm − ⌈Tλ(νm + ϵ)⌉

l′

)2
)
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≤ exp

(
−2 · l′ ·

(
νm − ⌈Tλ(νm + ϵ)⌉

Tλ

)2
)

≤ exp

(
−2 · l′ ·

(
νm − Tλ(νm + ϵ)

Tλ

)2
)

≤ exp
(
−2 · (Tλ− 2Tϵ′ − 1) · ϵ2

)
.

As a result,

P [τ ≤ l−Tϵ′]≤
M∑

m=1

P
[
Zl

m ≥Um

]
≤M exp

(
−2 · (Tλ− 2Tϵ′ − 1) · ϵ2

)
.

□

Second, Lemma 6 provides an upper bound to the inventory optimization problem (8).

Lemma 6. Define R∗
asst =max

{∑
j∈S

rj ·P (j | S)
}

as the optimal objective value of the assortment opti-

mization problem with margin rj = pj −cj. Then for any inventory vector I, its expected profit follows P(I)≤

TλR∗
asst.

Proof: Let L be the number of customers arrived in the period [0, T ]. The expected profit is given by

P(I) =E
[ L∑

ℓ=1

rDℓ −
∑
j∈[n]

cj · Ij
]
=

∞∑
l=0

E
[ L∑

ℓ=1

rDℓ −
∑
j∈[n]

cj · Ij
∣∣∣∣L= l

]
·P [L= l] .

In what follows, we will show that E
[∑l

ℓ=1 rDℓ −
∑

j∈[n] cj · Ij
]
≤ l · R∗

asst for any positive integer l. Let

Zl
j =
∑l

ℓ=1 I [Dℓ = j] be the number of sales of product j up to customer l. Then

E
[( l∑

ℓ=1

rDℓ

)
−
∑
j∈[n]

cjIj

]

=E
[ l∑

ℓ=1

∑
j∈[n]

(rj − cj) · I
[
Dℓj

]
+

l∑
ℓ=1

∑
j∈[n]

cj · I
[
Dℓ = j

]]
−
∑
j∈[n]

cjIj

=
l∑

ℓ=1

E
[ ∑

j∈[n]

(rj − cj) ·E
[
I
[
Dℓ = j

] ∣∣∣∣Sℓ

]]
+E

[ ∑
j∈[n]

cj ·
l∑

ℓ=1

I
[
Dℓ = j

]]
−
∑
j∈[n]

cjIj

=

l∑
ℓ=1

E
[ ∑

j∈[n]

(rj − cj) ·E
[
I
[
Dℓ = j

] ∣∣∣∣Sℓ

]]
−
∑
j∈[n]

E
[
cj ·
(
Ij −Zl

j

)]
.

Notice that Ij ≥Zl
j almost surely, as the sales of a product cannot be higher than its initial stock. Also, the

term
∑

j∈[n](rj − cj) ·E [I [Dℓ = j] |Sℓ] =
∑

j∈[n](rj − cj) ·P(j | Sℓ) is the expected profit given assortment Sℓ.

Therefore, it is less of equal to R∗
asst according to Theorem (1). Therefore,

E
[( l∑

ℓ=1

rDℓ

)
−
∑
j∈[n]

cjIj

]
≤

l∑
ℓ=1

R∗
asst = l ·R∗

asst

and the expected profit follows

P(I)≤
∞∑
ℓ=0

l ·R∗
asst ·P[L= l] =R∗

asst ·Tλ,
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where the last equality follows since L is a Poisson random variable with parameter Tλ and has expected

value Tλ. □

Now, we are ready to prove Proposition 3.

Proof of Proposition 3: Define S∗ as the optimal assortment defined in Lemma 6 and R∗
asst as its expected

profit. Now we show that the inventory vector I defined in Proposition 3 is asymptotically optimal with

rate O
(
n
√
L̄ log

(
L̄
))

. We separate the discussion into the following three parts: (a) bounding the expected

revenue E
[∑L

ℓ=1 rDℓ

]
from below; (b) bounding the cost

∑
j
cjIj from above; and (c) bounding the optimality

gap.

(a) Bound the expected revenue. Recall that L is the number of arrived customers in time [0, T ]. The

expected revenue follows as

E

[
∞∑
ℓ=1

rDℓ · I [tℓ ≤ T ]

]
=

∞∑
l=0

E

[
L∑

ℓ=1

rDℓ

∣∣∣∣L= l

]
·P [L= l]≥

⌊T (λ+ϵ1)⌋∑
l=⌈T (λ−ϵ1)⌉

E

[
l∑

ℓ=1

rDℓ

]
·P [L= l] ,

where we will choose ϵ1 carefully later. If there exists a lower bound R̃low that is independent of l and satisfy

R̃low ≤E
[∑l

ℓ=1 rDℓ

]
for any positive integer l ∈ (T (λ− ϵ1), T (λ+ ϵ1)), then

E

[
∞∑
ℓ=1

rDℓ · I [tℓ ≤ T ]

]
≥

∑
l∈N+:l∈(T (λ−ϵ1),T (λ+ϵ1))

E

[
l∑

ℓ=1

rDℓ

]
·P [L= l]

≥
∑

l∈N+:l∈(T (λ−ϵ1),T (λ+ϵ1))

R̃low ·P [L= l]

= R̃low ·
∑

l∈N+:l∈(T (λ−ϵ1),T (λ+ϵ1))

P [L= l]

≥ R̃low ·P
[
L∈ (T (λ− ϵ1), T (λ+ ϵ1))

]
= R̃low ·

(
1−P

[
|L−Tλ| ≥ Tϵ1

])
≥ R̃low ·

(
1− 2exp

(
− (Tϵ1)

2

2(Tλ+Tϵ1)

))
, (13)

where in the last inequality, we use the concentration inequality for the Poisson random variable (Vershynin

2018). By choosing ϵ1 = λ ·
√

e log(L̄)/L̄, we have,

exp

(
− (Tϵ1)

2

2(Tλ+Tϵ1)

)
= exp

−1

2
· e · log(L̄)

1+
√

e·log(L̄)

L̄

≤ exp

(
−e log(L̄)

4

)
≤ exp

(
− log(L̄)

2

)
=

1√
L̄
,

where the first inequality follows since e logx≤ x whenever x≥ e. Therefore, as long as we have the lower

bound R̃low, then the expected revenue follows as

E

[
∞∑
ℓ=1

rDℓ · I [tℓ ≤ T ]

]
≥ R̃low ·

(
1− 2√

L̄

)
.
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Now we will obtain the lower bound R̃low for E
[∑l

ℓ=1 rDℓ

]
for any positive integer l ∈ (T (λ−ϵ1), T (λ+ϵ1)).

We define Zℓ
j =

∑ℓ

i=1 I [Di = j] as the number of times that product j ∈ S∗ is chosen by the first ℓ customers.

We further define a random variable

τ = inf
{
ℓ | ∃ product j ∈ S∗ such that Zℓ

j = ⌈L̄(πj + ϵ)⌉
}
,

which is the first customer such that after she makes the decision, one of the products in the optimal

assortment S∗ is out of stock. More importantly, τ is a stopping time. Also, it only depends on customers’

decisions and it is independent of customers’ arrival times. Notice that for a fixed l ∈ (T (λ− ϵ1), T (λ+ ϵ1)),

E

[
l∑

ℓ=1

rDℓ

]
≥E

[
min{⌊l−Tϵ1⌋,τ}∑

ℓ=1

rDℓ

]
.

We will use a Wald equation-like argument to calculate the right-hand side. Notice that we cannot directly

apply Wald’s equation here, as {Dℓ}ℓ∈N is not a sequence of IID random variables. Indeed, as we discussed

above, the set of available products Sℓ that customer ℓ sees is not the same for all ℓ and thus the distribution

of Dℓ is not fixed.

Let l′ = ⌊l− Tϵ1⌋. Define R̃∗
asst :=

∑
j∈S∗ rj ·P(j | S∗) as the “revenue” part of the optimal assortment S∗

(instead of profit, which doesn’t have a tilde in the notation). For a given integer l ∈ (T (λ− ϵ1), T (λ+ ϵ1)),

we have

E

min{l′,τ}∑
ℓ=1

rDℓ

=E

[
∞∑
ℓ=1

rDℓ · I [ℓ≤ l′] · I [ℓ≤ τ ]

]

=

∞∑
ℓ=1

E
[
rDℓ · I [ℓ≤ l′] · I [ℓ≤ τ ]

]
=

∞∑
ℓ=1

E
[
E
[
I [ℓ≤ l′] · I [ℓ≤ τ ] · rDℓ

∣∣∣∣D1,D2, . . . ,Dℓ−1

]]
=

∞∑
ℓ=1

E
[
I [ℓ≤ l′] · I [ℓ≤ τ ] ·E

[
rDℓ

∣∣∣∣D1,D2, . . . ,Dℓ−1

]]
=

∞∑
ℓ=1

E
[
I [ℓ≤ l′] · I [ℓ≤ τ ] · R̃∗

asst

]
=R̃∗

asst ·E
[
min{l′, τ}

]
.

Here the first equality follows the definition. The second equality follows Fubini’s theorem as the random

variables are nonnegative. The third equality follows the towel property of expectation. The fourth equality

follows the fact that τ is a stopping time. In particular, event {ℓ ≤ τ} = {ℓ − 1 ≥ τ}c is in the filtration

defined by D1,D2, . . . ,Dℓ−1, as we can tell whether a product will out of stock at any time after the ℓth

customer makes her decision by checking the decisions of the first ℓ− 1 customers. The fifth equality follows

an observation: given that no products are out of stock after first ℓ−1 customers’ visits, the set Sℓ of available

products that ℓth customer will see remains the same as S1, which is the optimal assortment S∗, according

to the construction of the inventory decision I. Therefore, if ℓ≤ τ , then

E
[
rDℓ |D1, . . . ,Dℓ−1

]
=E

[
rDℓ | Sℓ

]
=E [rDℓ | S∗] = R̃∗

asst.
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Now we will further lower bound E [min{l′, τ}] for any fixed l′ = ⌊l− Tϵ1⌋ for l ∈ (T (λ− ϵ1), T (λ+ ϵ1)) by

Lemma 5. Notice that

E
[
min{l′, τ}

]
=E
[
min{l′, τ} | l′ ≥ τ

]
·P [l′ ≥ τ ] +E

[
min{l′, τ} | l′ < τ

]
·P [l′ < τ ]

=E
[
τ | l′ ≥ τ

]
·P [l′ ≥ τ ] +E

[
l′ | l′ < τ

]
·P [l′ < τ ]

≥l′ ·P [l′ < τ ]

≥l′ ·
(
1− |S∗| · exp

(
−2(Tλ− 2Tϵ1 − 1) · ϵ2

))
≥l′ ·

(
1− |S∗| ·

√
1

Tλ

)

≥(Tλ− 2Tϵ1 − 1) ·

(
1− |S∗| ·

√
1

Tλ

)

=L̄ ·

(
1− 2

√
e log(L̄)

L̄
− 1

L̄

)
·

(
1− |S∗| ·

√
1

L̄

)
where the first and second equalities follow the definition, the first inequality follows as l′ is a constant, and

the second inequality follows by Lemma 5 and the construction of inventory vector I and τ . In particular,

before the hitting time happens, the consumer decision Dℓ follows Dℓ = j with probability P(j | S∗) = πj .

The last two inequalities follow as l > T (λ− ϵ1), l
′ ≥ Tλ− 2Tϵ1− 1, and ϵ= 0.5 ·

√
log(Tλ)/(Tλ− 2Tϵ1 − 1).

Combining all elements, we have

E

[
l∑

ℓ=1

rDℓ

]
≥E

min{l′,τ}∑
ℓ=1

rDℓ


= R̃∗

asst ·E
[
min{l′, τ}

]
≥ R̃∗

asst ·Tλ

(
1− 2

√
e log(L̄)

L̄
− 1

L̄

)
·

(
1−n

√
1

L̄

)
:= R̃low

whenever l ∈ (T (λ− ϵ1), T (λ+ ϵ1)). Therefore, going back to Equation (13) and plugging in the defined R̃low,

we have the expected revenue bounded below as

E

[
∞∑
ℓ=1

rDℓ · I [tℓ ≤ T ]

]
≥ R̃low ·

(
1− 2√

L̄

)

≥ R̃∗
asst · L̄ ·

(
1− 2

√
e log(L̄)

L̄
− 1

L̄
−n ·

√
1

L̄
− 2√

L̄

)
(b) Bound the cost. We have ∑

j∈[n]

cj · Ij ≤
∑
j∈S∗

cj · (1+ L̄(πj + ϵ))

Notice that whenever L̄≥ e4, ϵ1 = λ ·
√
e log(L̄)/L̄≤ λ

√
e · 4/e4 ≤ 0.45 ·λ, which results in

ϵ= 0.5 ·

√√√√ log(L̄)

L̄
[
1− 2

√
e log(L̄)/L̄− 1/L̄

] ≤ 0.5√
1− 2× 0.45− exp(−4)

·
√

log(L̄)

L̄
≤ 1.8 ·

√
log(L̄)

L̄
.
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Plugging the upper bound for ϵ, we have the upper bound for the total procurement cost whenever Tλ≥ e4

as ∑
j∈[n]

cj · Ij ≤ nc̄+ L̄
∑
j∈S∗

cjπj +1.8nc̄
√
L̄ · log(L̄).

(c) Approximate. Following the discussion in (a) and (b), the expected profit Π(I), which is the expected

revenue subtract the cost, has a lower bound

Π(I)≥R̃∗
asst · L̄ ·

(
1− 2

√
e log(L̄)

L̄
− 1

L̄
−n ·

√
1

L̄
− 2√

L̄

)
−

(
nc̄+ L̄

∑
j∈S∗

cjπj +1.8n · c̄ ·
√
L̄ · log(L̄)

)

=R∗
asst · L̄−O

(
(p̄+ c̄) ·n ·

√
L̄ log L̄

)
,

where we use the fact R̃∗
asst ≤ p̄ and R̃∗

asst −
∑

j∈S∗ cjπj =
∑

j∈S∗(rj − cj)πj =R∗
asst. Therefore, the inventory

vector I has an optimality gap

Π∗ −Π(I)≤ L̄R∗
asst −Π(I)≤O

(
n ·
√
L̄ log L̄

)
,

where the first inequality follows Lemma 6 and the second inequality follows that both p̄ and c̄ are independent

of L̄. Finally, we argue that I is asymptotically optimal as follows:

Π(I)

Π∗ ≥ Π(I)

L̄R∗
asst

≥ 1− n

R∗
asst

·O

(√
log(L̄)

L̄

)
→ 1 as L̄→∞.

□

Appendix C: Additional Numerical Results on Performance of Inventory Policies

C.1. Performance of the IP-based Policy under the Major-minor Size Constraint

In the following table, we report the expected profit per customer ΠBT-per(·) to the casual booties sector for

each inventory policy. All notations follow Table 3, except that in each sub-table, we include the performance

of the IP-based policy that enforces the major-minor size constraint described in Section 6.3. We call the

resulting inventory vector as IIP2.

L̄ INV IFA IIP IIP2

4W -16.56 -16.36 0.33 0.33
6W -7.11 -6.92 0.70 0.62
8W -2.49 -2.22 1.26 1.16

12W 1.94 2.15 2.48 2.44
16W 2.55 3.06 3.33 3.33
20W 2.86 3.19 3.41 3.41
32W 5.14 5.60 5.61 5.61

L̄ INV IFA IIP IIP2

4W -16.56 -16.36 0.76 0.58
6W -7.11 -6.92 1.50 1.41
8W -2.49 -2.22 2.32 2.23

12W 1.99 2.44 3.80 3.62
16W 2.59 3.17 4.17 3.80
20W 3.11 3.41 3.65 3.64
32W 5.29 5.67 5.77 5.77

Table 4 Expected profit per customer of each inventory policy for a given Tλ (β = 12.2% in the left panel and

β = 50.0% in the right panel)

We have the following observations from the table. First, the major-minor size constraint affects the

performance of the IP-policy more severely when β is larger, i.e., when the size substitution is more prevalent.
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This is expected, since the constraint restricts how the IP can utilize the size substitution. Meanwhile, when

the customer traffic is sufficiently large, this constraint does not impact the performance of the IP-based

policy, as we can see in the case of L̄= 64W . This is because the major-minor size constraint no longer alters

the optimal solution of the original integer program.

C.2. Performance on a Synthetic Setup: Don’t ignore both style and size substitutions

In this section, we consider a toy model to show that the newsvendor policy could have poor performance

as it fails to consider style substitution. Notice that in Section 6.3, the attraction of products are low since

less than 1% of customers make a purchase from the casual booties. The resulting optimal assortment is to

offer all styles there, and the difference between the newsvendor policy and the fluid approximation is only

at whether to include a safety stock. In the following toy model, each product’ attraction is higher than the

ones we considered in Section 6.3 and thus the optimal strategy is not always to offer all styles.

Specifically, we assume that each style j ∈ J has the attraction wj ∼ U([0,2]) and price pj ∼ U([0,100]),

where U is the uniform distribution, with 100% markup pricing scheme. note that with such markup scheme,

we can isolate the performance of the newsvendor model from its safety stock strategy. We also sample the

size distribution (µk)k∈K uniformly at random from the probability simplex. We set both |J | and |K| to be

five and set β0 = 12.2%, which is the size substitution parameter we estimated in Section 5. We consider

the following quantity, G(I) ≡ (LR∗
asst −Π(I))/ (LR∗

asst), which is an upper bound on the optimality gap,

where R∗
asst is defined in Lemma 6. The same lemma shows that LR∗

asst is an upper bound to the inventory

problem (8).

We present the performance of the three inventory policies by showing their G value in Table 5. The

results are quite consistent with what we have observed in Section 6.3 in terms of the relative performance of

the policies. Particularly, the IP-based policy has the best performance and the fluid approximation catches

up as there are more customers. In the table, we further observe that these two policies can reach a small

optimality gap, less than three percent, as the customer traffic increases. Different from Section 6.3, the

newsvendor policy has a much worse performance compared to the other two policies since it fails to account

for substitution between styles. In particular, it cannot narrow the optimality gap below twenty percent even

when the other two policies can reach small gaps. This demonstrates that while it is not fatal to ignore the size

substitution as the fluid approximation, ignoring both the size and style substitutions, like the newsvendor

policy, could be catastrophic and result in poor performance if customers follow the style-size choice model

to make decisions.

L INV IFA IIP

50 37.63% 34.86% 25.61%
100 30.89% 19.11% 16.09%
200 24.76% 13.06% 12.27%
400 25.17% 10.24% 9.89%
800 18.72% 6.31% 6.14%
1600 27.96% 5.03% 4.85%
3200 24.20% 3.05% 3.00%

Table 5 Bound on optimality gap for each inventory policy


